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Item Description Start price

1 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Goal
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 120
Additional information: (Tilt target ideal for 
training/playing in a small space),
top quality made of aluminum,
so low weight and easy to move,
dimensions (LxWxH) 120x80x60 cm, green net 4 
mm.
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

150€

2 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set of 2 football goals
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 120
Additional information: (Tilt target ideal for 
training/playing in a small space),
top quality made of aluminum,
so low weight and easy to move,
dimensions (LxWxH) 120x80x60 cm, green net 4 
mm.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

280€

3 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Goal
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 160
Additional information: (Tilt target ideal for 
training/playing in a small space),
top quality made of aluminum,
so low weight and easy to move,
dimensions (LxWxH) 160x100x80 cm, Green net 4
mm.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg

175€
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Condition: Unused

4 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set of 2 football goals
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 160
Additional information: (Tilt target ideal for 
training/playing in a small space),
top quality made of aluminum,
so low weight and easy to move,
dimensions (LxWxH) 160x100x80 cm, Green net 4
mm
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

330€

5 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Goal
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 180
Additional information: (Tilt target ideal for 
training/playing in a small space),
top quality made of aluminum,
so low weight and easy to move,
dimensions (LxWxH) 180x120x100 cm, Green net 
4 mm.

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

195€

6 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set of 2 football goals
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 180
Additional information: (Tilt target ideal for 
training/playing in a small space),
top quality made of aluminum,
so low weight and easy to move,

370€
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dimensions (LxWxH) 180x120x100 cm, Green net 
4 mm.

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

8 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set of 2 football goals
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 240
Additional information: (Tilt target ideal for 
training/playing in a small space),
top quality made of aluminum, so low weight and 
easy to move,
dimensions (LxWxH) 240x120x100 cm, green net 
4 mm.

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

410€

9 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Goal
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 300H150
Additional information: top quality made of 
aluminum, so low weight and easy to move,
dimensions (LxWxH) 300x150x120 cm, green net 
4mm, mesh 100mm
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

225€
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10 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set of 2 football goals
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 300H150
Additional information: top quality made of 
aluminum, so low weight and easy to move,
dimensions (LxWxH) 300x150x120 cm, green net 
4mm, mesh 100mm
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

500€

11 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set of 2 football goals
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 300H150
Additional information: top quality made of 
aluminum, so low weight and easy to move,
dimensions (LxWxH) 300x150x120 cm, green net 
4mm, mesh 100mm.

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

500€

12 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set of 2 football goals
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 300H150
Additional information: top quality made of 
aluminum, so low weight and easy to move,
dimensions (LxWxH) 300x150x120 cm, green net 
4mm, mesh 100mm.

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

500€
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13 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set of 4 football goals
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 300H150
Additional information: top quality made of 
aluminum, so low weight and easy to move,
dimensions (LxWxH) 300x150x120 cm, green net 
4mm, mesh 100mm.

Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

900€

14 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set of 4 football goals
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 300H150
Additional information: top quality made of 
aluminum, so low weight and easy to move,
dimensions (LxWxH) 300x150x120 cm, green net 
4mm, mesh 100mm.

Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

900€

15 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set of 6 football goals
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 300H150
Additional information: top quality made of 
aluminum, so low weight and easy to move,
dimensions (LxWxH) 300x150x120 cm, green net 
4mm, mesh 100mm.

Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

1.350€
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16 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Goal
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 300
Additional information: (ideal football goal for 
small garden),
top quality made of aluminum,
so low weight and easy to move,
dimensions (LxWxH) 300x200x160 cm, Green net 
3mm.

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

225€

17 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Goal
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 300
Additional information: (ideal football goal for 
small garden),
top quality made of aluminum,
so low weight and easy to move,
dimensions (LxWxH) 300x200x160 cm, Green net 
3mm.

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

225€

18 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set of 2 football goals
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 300
Additional information: (ideal football goal for 
small garden),
top quality made of aluminum,
so low weight and easy to move,
dimensions (LxWxH) 300x200x160 cm, Green net 
3mm.

450€
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Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

19 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Goal
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 400
Additional information: (ideal football goal for a 
small garden and for the sports club),
top quality made of aluminum,
so low weight and easy to move,
dimensions (LxWxH) 400x200x160 cm, Green net 
3mm.

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

225€

20 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Goal
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 400
Additional information: (ideal football goal for a 
small garden and for the sports club),
top quality made of aluminum,
so low weight and easy to move,
dimensions (LxWxH) 400x200x160 cm, Green net 
3mm.

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

225€
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21 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set of 2 football goals
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 400
Additional information: (ideal football goal for a 
small garden and for the sports club),
top quality made of aluminum,
so low weight and easy to move,
dimensions (LxWxH) 400x200x160 cm, Green net 
3mm.

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

450€

22 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Goal
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 500
Additional information: (ideal football goal for a 
small garden and for the sports club),
top quality made of aluminum,
so low weight and easy to move,
dimensions (LxWxH) 500x200x160 cm, Green net 
3mm.

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

250€

23 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Goal
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 500
Additional information: (ideal football goal for a 
small garden and for the sports club),
top quality made of aluminum,
so low weight and easy to move,
dimensions (LxWxH) 500x200x160 cm, Green net 
3mm.

250€
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Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

24 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set of 2 football goals
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 500
Additional information: (ideal football goal for a 
small garden and for the sports club),
top quality made of aluminum,
so low weight and easy to move,
dimensions (LxWxH) 500x200x160 cm, Green net 
3mm.

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

475€

25 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set of 2 football goals
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 500
Additional information: (ideal football goal for a 
small garden and for the sports club),
top quality made of aluminum,
so low weight and easy to move,
dimensions (LxWxH) 500x200x160 cm, Green net 
3mm.

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

475€
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26 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set of 4 football goals
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 500
Additional information: (ideal football goal for a 
small garden and for the sports club),
top quality made of aluminum,
so low weight and easy to move,
dimensions (LxWxH) 500x200x160 cm, Green net 
3mm.

Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

950€

27 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set of 6 football goals
Brand: CALZIO
Model: CHAMPION 500
Additional information: (ideal football goal for a 
small garden and for the sports club),
top quality made of aluminum,
so low weight and easy to move,
dimensions (LxWxH) 500x200x160 cm, Green net 
3mm.

Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

1.375€

28 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Go Kart
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: PINK
Additional information: The BERG GO² is our 
smallest go-kart for children aged 10-30 months.
But don't underestimate this toddler of a go-kart. 
Your little one will learn to step and pedal faster 
on this go-kart! In short, 2 in 1. First you can keep
the pedals folded so that your child can scooter. 
Due to the design, your child can easily use the 

40€
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BERG GO² as a ride-on car without the pedals or 
rear wheels getting in the way. Fold out the 
pedals when your child is ready for the next 
phase. Then your toddler can learn to drive 
around on the BERG GO². You don't have to worry 
about your child falling over, because the BERG 
GO² stands firmly on the ground thanks to the 
four wheels. This is so safe!

The design and material of the BERG GO² ensure 
that this go-kart fits your child and his age 
perfectly. You don't have to adjust the saddle or 
handlebars, because your child always sits 
perfectly on the BERG GO². Your toddler will drive 
away in no time because this go-kart pedals 
lightly and is equipped with direct drive. Thanks 
to the silent whisper tires, your child also drives 
silently.

In short, the BERG GO² is the best choice, because
it not only makes playing fun, but also contributes
to the development of your child. Your child can 
discover the world so easily.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

29 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Go Kart
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: REPPY
Additional information: Reppy Rider + Trailer M
Due to the attractive and sporty design of the 
Reppy Rider, every child wants to discover the 
neighborhood here. The striking sports steering 
wheel, the EVA 10'' inch tires that never puncture,
the sturdy bucket seat and the swing axle make 
go-kart riding unprecedented fun. Due to the low 
bucket seat, the BERG Reppy is the first go-kart 
for young children with a real, low go-kart entry.

99€
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Properties

    Adjustable seat in 4 positions
    Optionally equipped with Soundbox
    Thanks to the 4 wheels extra firmly on the 
ground
    Quiet 10'' whisper tires (EVA)
    The direct drive system makes pedaling easy
    Thanks to the swing axle, children always keep 
a grip on the road

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

30 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Go Kart
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: BUDDY
Additional information: Buddy Fendt + Trailer L

Playing outside is even more fun on this cool 
Fendt go-kart! You will experience the most 
beautiful adventures on this go-kart for years 
because the seat and steering wheel are 
adjustable. The special Fendt version ensures that
you completely belong in the yard of the farm 
because it looks so much like the real Fendt 
tractors. The pneumatic tires make the BERG 
Buddy extra comfortable to drive, and thanks to 
the swing axle, it always remains firmly on the 
ground in all possible conditions. This go-kart can 
handle any surface due to its sturdy all-terrain 
tires.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

99€
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32 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Go Kart
Brand: mountain TOYS
Model: BUDDY
Additional information: Buddy B-Orange + Trailer 
L
Vroeeemm.. Before you know it, your child will be 
tearing around on the Buddy B-Orange! This 
authentic go-kart looks cool and drives great too. 
This small fine racing machine is very 
manoeuvrable and fast and therefore super cool 
for the little explorers.

The B-Orange has 4 rock-solid pneumatic tires. 
Combined with the swing axle, this four-wheeler is
safe and stable. The Buddy is available for 
children from 3 years.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

120€

34 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Go Kart
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: BUDDY
Additional information: Buddy Trailer L

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

130€

36 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Go Kart
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: STREET
Additional Information: Street-X Vibes
Is it a go-kart? Or is it a motorcycle? With this 
racing monster on three wheels you get the best 
of both. And from yourself! Because by balancing 

130€
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with your body, you get the sharpest turns and 
make the coolest maneuvers. You and your 
Street-X merge into a whirlwind on wheels. The 
new Street-X comes in two versions, the Venom 
and the Vipes. Whichever you choose, the 
features are the same. For example, they have 
the BFR system, with which you can brake with 
your pedals and immediately reverse. That makes
you super agile!

With the Street-X you naturally look for the edges 
of what is possible. Then the sturdy pneumatic 
tires are so nice, for extra grip and comfort. The 
position of the chair can be adjusted, so that you 
are always comfortable. Safety has also been 
considered. For example, the Street-X has two 
sturdy handguards for extra protection of your 
hands! The green Street-X Venom and blue 
Street-X Vibe are for you from the age of six and 
the adjustable bucket seat and strong steel frame 
allow you to ride them up to the age of twelve. 
Are you ready for your stunts?

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

36 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Go Kart
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: STREET
Additional Information: Street-X Vibes
Is it a go-kart? Or is it a motorcycle? With this 
racing monster on three wheels you get the best 
of both. And from yourself! Because by balancing 
with your body, you get the sharpest turns and 
make the coolest maneuvers. You and your 
Street-X merge into a whirlwind on wheels. The 
new Street-X comes in two versions, the Venom 
and the Vipes. Whichever you choose, the 
features are the same. For example, they have 
the BFR system, with which you can brake with 

130€
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your pedals and immediately reverse. That makes
you super agile!

With the Street-X you naturally look for the edges 
of what is possible. Then the sturdy pneumatic 
tires are so nice, for extra grip and comfort. The 
position of the chair can be adjusted, so that you 
are always comfortable. Safety has also been 
considered. For example, the Street-X has two 
sturdy handguards for extra protection of your 
hands! The green Street-X Venom and blue 
Street-X Vibe are for you from the age of six and 
the adjustable bucket seat and strong steel frame 
allow you to ride them up to the age of twelve. 
Are you ready for your stunts?

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

37 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Go Kart
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: STREET
Additional Information: Street-X Vibes
Is it a go-kart? Or is it a motorcycle? With this 
racing monster on three wheels you get the best 
of both. And from yourself! Because by balancing 
with your body, you get the sharpest turns and 
make the coolest maneuvers. You and your 
Street-X merge into a whirlwind on wheels. The 
new Street-X comes in two versions, the Venom 
and the Vipes. Whichever you choose, the 
features are the same. For example, they have 
the BFR system, with which you can brake with 
your pedals and immediately reverse. That makes
you super agile!

With the Street-X you naturally look for the edges 
of what is possible. Then the sturdy pneumatic 
tires are so nice, for extra grip and comfort. The 
position of the chair can be adjusted, so that you 

130€
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are always comfortable. Safety has also been 
considered. For example, the Street-X has two 
sturdy handguards for extra protection of your 
hands! The green Street-X Venom and blue 
Street-X Vibe are for you from the age of six and 
the adjustable bucket seat and strong steel frame 
allow you to ride them up to the age of twelve. 
Are you ready for your stunts?

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

37 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Go Kart
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: STREET
Additional Information: Street-X Vibes
Is it a go-kart? Or is it a motorcycle? With this 
racing monster on three wheels you get the best 
of both. And from yourself! Because by balancing 
with your body, you get the sharpest turns and 
make the coolest maneuvers. You and your 
Street-X merge into a whirlwind on wheels. The 
new Street-X comes in two versions, the Venom 
and the Vipes. Whichever you choose, the 
features are the same. For example, they have 
the BFR system, with which you can brake with 
your pedals and immediately reverse. That makes
you super agile!

With the Street-X you naturally look for the edges 
of what is possible. Then the sturdy pneumatic 
tires are so nice, for extra grip and comfort. The 
position of the chair can be adjusted, so that you 
are always comfortable. Safety has also been 
considered. For example, the Street-X has two 
sturdy handguards for extra protection of your 
hands! The green Street-X Venom and blue 
Street-X Vibe are for you from the age of six and 
the adjustable bucket seat and strong steel frame 
allow you to ride them up to the age of twelve. 

130€
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Are you ready for your stunts?

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

38 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Go Kart
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: B.SUPER
Additional information: B.Super Yello BFR
The classic that Berg has become famous for has 
been completely restyled. You can still choose 
from three different versions Basic Pure, Basic 
Rapid and Basic Super. You are never too big for 
the Basic. You can start with it from the age of 5 
and adults also like to ride it. You can adjust the 
drive of the Basic to your wishes and needs. The 
BFR system provides direct drive, with which you 
can move forward as fast as you can reverse. If 
you want more variety in your drive, you should 
opt for the BFR-3 with three gears. And you get 
extra power with the E-BFR or E-BFR-3 through an
integrated electric mid-mounted motor with 
removable battery. The more power you put in, 
the more the engine helps you. Are you a little 
taller? Then the version with the XXL-BFR frame is
ideal for you! All electric models are already 
equipped with the XXL frame as standard.

New in the package
New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

220€
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39 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Go Kart
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: B.SUPER
Additional information: B.Super Yello BFR Berg
The classic that Berg has become famous for has 
been completely restyled. You can still choose 
from three different versions Basic Pure, Basic 
Rapid and Basic Super. You are never too big for 
the Basic. You can start with it from the age of 5 
and adults also like to ride it. You can adjust the 
drive of the Basic to your wishes and needs. The 
BFR system provides direct drive, with which you 
can move forward as fast as you can reverse. If 
you want more variety in your drive, you should 
opt for the BFR-3 with three gears. And you get 
extra power with the E-BFR or E-BFR-3 through an
integrated electric mid-mounted motor with 
removable battery. The more power you put in, 
the more the engine helps you. Are you a little 
taller? Then the version with the XXL-BFR frame is
ideal for you! All electric models are already 
equipped with the XXL frame as standard.

New in the package
New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

220€

40 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Go Kart
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: B.SUPER
Additional information: B.Super Red BFR
The classic that Berg has become famous for has 
been completely restyled. You can still choose 
from three different versions Basic Pure, Basic 
Rapid and Basic Super. You are never too big for 
the Basic. You can start with it from the age of 5 
and adults also like to ride it. You can adjust the 
drive of the Basic to your wishes and needs. The 
BFR system provides direct drive, with which you 

220€
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can move forward as fast as you can reverse. If 
you want more variety in your drive, you should 
opt for the BFR-3 with three gears. And you get 
extra power with the E-BFR or E-BFR-3 through an
integrated electric mid-mounted motor with 
removable battery. The more power you put in, 
the more the engine helps you. Are you a little 
taller? Then the version with the XXL-BFR frame is
ideal for you! All electric models are already 
equipped with the XXL frame as standard.

New in the Pack
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

41 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Go Kart
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: B.SUPER
Additional information: B.Super Blue BFR
The classic that Berg has become famous for has 
been completely restyled. You can still choose 
from three different versions Basic Pure, Basic 
Rapid and Basic Super. You are never too big for 
the Basic. You can start with it from the age of 5 
and adults also like to ride it. You can adjust the 
drive of the Basic to your wishes and needs. The 
BFR system provides direct drive, with which you 
can move forward as fast as you can reverse. If 
you want more variety in your drive, you should 
opt for the BFR-3 with three gears. And you get 
extra power with the E-BFR or E-BFR-3 through an
integrated electric mid-mounted motor with 
removable battery. The more power you put in, 
the more the engine helps you. Are you a little 
taller? Then the version with the XXL-BFR frame is
ideal for you! All electric models are already 
equipped with the XXL frame as standard.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

220€
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41 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Go Kart
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: B.SUPER
Additional information: B.Super Blue BFR
The classic that Berg has become famous for has 
been completely restyled. You can still choose 
from three different versions Basic Pure, Basic 
Rapid and Basic Super. You are never too big for 
the Basic. You can start with it from the age of 5 
and adults also like to ride it. You can adjust the 
drive of the Basic to your wishes and needs. The 
BFR system provides direct drive, with which you 
can move forward as fast as you can reverse. If 
you want more variety in your drive, you should 
opt for the BFR-3 with three gears. And you get 
extra power with the E-BFR or E-BFR-3 through an
integrated electric mid-mounted motor with 
removable battery. The more power you put in, 
the more the engine helps you. Are you a little 
taller? Then the version with the XXL-BFR frame is
ideal for you! All electric models are already 
equipped with the XXL frame as standard.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

220€

42 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Go Kart
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: B.SUPER
Additional information: B.Super Blue BFR
The classic that Berg has become famous for has 
been completely restyled. You can still choose 
from three different versions Basic Pure, Basic 
Rapid and Basic Super. You are never too big for 
the Basic. You can start with it from the age of 5 
and adults also like to ride it. You can adjust the 

220€
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drive of the Basic to your wishes and needs. The 
BFR system provides direct drive, with which you 
can move forward as fast as you can reverse. If 
you want more variety in your drive, you should 
opt for the BFR-3 with three gears. And you get 
extra power with the E-BFR or E-BFR-3 through an
integrated electric mid-mounted motor with 
removable battery. The more power you put in, 
the more the engine helps you. Are you a little 
taller? Then the version with the XXL-BFR frame is
ideal for you! All electric models are already 
equipped with the XXL frame as standard.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

42 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Go Kart
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: B.SUPER
Additional information: B.Super Blue BFR
The classic that Berg has become famous for has 
been completely restyled. You can still choose 
from three different versions Basic Pure, Basic 
Rapid and Basic Super. You are never too big for 
the Basic. You can start with it from the age of 5 
and adults also like to ride it. You can adjust the 
drive of the Basic to your wishes and needs. The 
BFR system provides direct drive, with which you 
can move forward as fast as you can reverse. If 
you want more variety in your drive, you should 
opt for the BFR-3 with three gears. And you get 
extra power with the E-BFR or E-BFR-3 through an
integrated electric mid-mounted motor with 
removable battery. The more power you put in, 
the more the engine helps you. Are you a little 
taller? Then the version with the XXL-BFR frame is
ideal for you! All electric models are already 
equipped with the XXL frame as standard.

New in the package

220€
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Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

43 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Go Kart
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: BLACK EDITION
Additional information: Black Edition BFR
For the most exciting adventures and most secret 
missions!

Black with an orange accent here and there. 
Together with the special design of the spoiler 
and the tires, this makes the BERG Black Edition a
very special go-kart.

This super cool model is of course only for the 
really cool boys and girls!

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

250€

43 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Go Kart
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: BLACK EDITION
Additional information: Black Edition BFR
For the most exciting adventures and most secret 
missions!

Black with an orange accent here and there. 
Together with the special design of the spoiler 
and the tires, this makes the BERG Black Edition a
very special go-kart.

This super cool model is of course only for the 
really cool boys and girls!

New in the package

250€
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Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

44 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Go Kart
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: BLACK EDITION
Additional information: Black Edition BFR
For the most exciting adventures and most secret 
missions!

Black with an orange accent here and there. 
Together with the special design of the spoiler 
and the tires, this makes the BERG Black Edition a
very special go-kart.

This super cool model is of course only for the 
really cool boys and girls!

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

250€

44 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Go Kart
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: BLACK EDITION
Additional information: Black Edition BFR
For the most exciting adventures and most secret 
missions!

Black with an orange accent here and there. 
Together with the special design of the spoiler 
and the tires, this makes the BERG Black Edition a
very special go-kart.

This super cool model is of course only for the 
really cool boys and girls!

New in the package

250€
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Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

46 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Go Kart
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: RACING
Additional information: Race BFR Mountain + Side
Skirts
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

300€

47 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Go Kart
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: B.SUPER BLUE
Additional information: B.Super Blue BFR-3 gears
The classic that Berg has become famous for has 
been completely restyled. You can still choose 
from three different versions Basic Pure, Basic 
Rapid and Basic Super. You are never too big for 
the Basic. You can start with it from the age of 5 
and adults also like to ride it. You can adjust the 
drive of the Basic to your wishes and needs. The 
BFR system provides direct drive, with which you 
can move forward as fast as you can reverse. If 
you want more variety in your drive, you should 
opt for the BFR-3 with three gears. And you get 
extra power with the E-BFR or E-BFR-3 through an
integrated electric mid-mounted motor with 
removable battery. The more power you put in, 
the more the engine helps you. Are you a little 
taller? Then the version with the XXL-BFR frame is
ideal for you! All electric models are already 
equipped with the XXL frame as standard.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

300€
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48 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Go Kart
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: BLACK EDITION
Additional information: Black Edition BFR-3 gears
Suitable for the most exciting adventures!

Suitable for the most exciting adventures! The 
black version already evokes the tension.

Invisible in the dark, real adventurers drive extra 
smoothly and quickly with this go-kart, thanks to 
the three gears.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

340€

49 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Go Kart
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: BLACK EDITION
Additional information: Black Edition BFR-3 gears
Suitable for the most exciting adventures!

Suitable for the most exciting adventures! The 
black version already evokes the tension.

Invisible in the dark, real adventurers drive extra 
smoothly and quickly with this go-kart, thanks to 
the three gears.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

340€
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50 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Go Kart
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: HYBRID E-BFR
Additional information: Hybrid E-BFR Electric
Go fast with this Hybrid E-BFR go-kart.

As a result of the new E-BFR frame with electric 
pedal assistance, BERG has added the Hybrid 
theme to the range.

The BERG Hybrid has a cool blue color with E-
power lettering. This go-kart is also equipped with
sturdy 12'' rims with pneumatic tires to tear 
around.

Thanks to the unique BFR system, you have a 
handy reverse pedal brake and you can easily 
drive forwards and backwards. Make your go-kart 
even more fun with various tools such as a lift 
tray, the pallet fork or a roll bar with flashing light.

BERG E-BFR electric go-kart
Carefree driving pleasure with pedal assistance?

This is possible with the innovative BERG E-go-
kart. You can drive around carefree for hours. The
harder you pedal, the more support the motor will
provide.

+ the harder you pedal, the more support
+ mid-engine with torque sensor
+ motor 250 W
+ voltage system 24V/240Wh
+ removable battery
+ maximum speed 16 km/h
+ good for at least 2 hours of driving pleasure
+ 4 support levels ECO, TOUR, SPORT and TURBO
+ LCD display with speedometer, distance meter 
and battery capacity
+ USB port under the display to charge your 
phone
+ equipped with a BERG XXL Frame

BERG XXL Frame

999€
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This frame has been specially developed so that 
not only young and old but also taller people can 
play go-kart.

This new go-kart has no less than 8 seat positions 
and is 10 cm longer. This allows young and old, 
small and large, to use this go-kart.

The XXL frame has also been reinforced, making it
even more robust. Of course, this frame is also 
equipped with pneumatic tires, BFR drive and 
swing axle.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

52 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Trailer
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: TRAILER XL
Additional information: Trailer Trailer XL
Make your go-kart adventure even more fun with 
this large trailer.

With your BERG go-kart and the BERG Trailer XL 
you can easily take a load with you and you can 
take on any adventure or job. With the handy 
tipping mechanism, your trailer is empty again in 
no time. Whether you go on a picnic, help your 
parents in the garden or take your toys with you 
in the trailer. Everything is possible! What are you
waiting for?

The BERG Trailer XL is suitable for all large BERG 
go-carts (for kids from about 5 years old). It is 
therefore not suitable for the BERG Buddy and the
BERG Rally go-carts.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

70€
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52 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Trailer
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: TRAILER XL
Additional information: Trailer Trailer XL
Make your go-kart adventure even more fun with 
this large trailer.

With your BERG go-kart and the BERG Trailer XL 
you can easily take a load with you and you can 
take on any adventure or job. With the handy 
tipping mechanism, your trailer is empty again in 
no time. Whether you go on a picnic, help your 
parents in the garden or take your toys with you 
in the trailer. Everything is possible! What are you
waiting for?

The BERG Trailer XL is suitable for all large BERG 
go-carts (for kids from about 5 years old). It is 
therefore not suitable for the BERG Buddy and the
BERG Rally go-carts.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

70€

53 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Trailer
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: TRAILER XL
Additional information: Trailer Trailer XL
Make your go-kart adventure even more fun with 
this large trailer.

With your BERG go-kart and the BERG Trailer XL 
you can easily take a load with you and you can 
take on any adventure or job. With the handy 
tipping mechanism, your trailer is empty again in 
no time. Whether you go on a picnic, help your 

70€
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parents in the garden or take your toys with you 
in the trailer. Everything is possible! What are you
waiting for?

The BERG Trailer XL is suitable for all large BERG 
go-carts (for kids from about 5 years old). It is 
therefore not suitable for the BERG Buddy and the
BERG Rally go-carts.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

53 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Trailer
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: TRAILER XL
Additional information: Trailer Trailer XL
Make your go-kart adventure even more fun with 
this large trailer.

With your BERG go-kart and the BERG Trailer XL 
you can easily take a load with you and you can 
take on any adventure or job. With the handy 
tipping mechanism, your trailer is empty again in 
no time. Whether you go on a picnic, help your 
parents in the garden or take your toys with you 
in the trailer. Everything is possible! What are you
waiting for?

The BERG Trailer XL is suitable for all large BERG 
go-carts (for kids from about 5 years old). It is 
therefore not suitable for the BERG Buddy and the
BERG Rally go-carts.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

70€
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54 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Trailer
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: TRAILER M
Additional information: Trailer Trailer M ( Reppy 
series)
The BERG Trailer M is a BERG trailer, suitable for 
the BERG Reppy series. BERG's Reppy go-karts do
not have a towbar as standard to which a trailer 
can be coupled. However, the towbar is included 
with this trailer M so that you can effortlessly pick 
up your cart. The go-kart trailer has a plastic shell 
with an anthracite gray color.

Trailer including tow bar.

Make sure that children do not overload the 
trailer. BERG states a maximum weight of 5 kilos, 
so this trailer is certainly not suitable for 
transporting other children.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

30€

55 Quantity: 1
Product category: Comfort seat
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: This comfortable soft 
rubber seat is a real upgrade to the normal plastic
seat of your BERG Go-Kart. This chair has a nice 
sleek design and the black color makes it suitable 
for almost any go-kart.

This seat is suitable for all BERG XL and XXL go-
karts.

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

50€
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55 Quantity: 1
Product category: Comfort seat
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: This comfortable soft 
rubber seat is a real upgrade to the normal plastic
seat of your BERG Go-Kart. This chair has a nice 
sleek design and the black color makes it suitable 
for almost any go-kart.

This seat is suitable for all BERG XL and XXL go-
karts.

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

50€

56 Quantity: 1
Product category: Comfort seat
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: This comfortable soft 
rubber seat is a real upgrade to the normal plastic
seat of your BERG Go-Kart. This chair has a nice 
sleek design and the black color makes it suitable 
for almost any go-kart.

This seat is suitable for all BERG XL and XXL go-
karts.

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

50€

56 Quantity: 1
Product category: Comfort seat
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: This comfortable soft 
rubber seat is a real upgrade to the normal plastic
seat of your BERG Go-Kart. This chair has a nice 
sleek design and the black color makes it suitable 
for almost any go-kart.

50€
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This seat is suitable for all BERG XL and XXL go-
karts.

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

58 Quantity: 1
Product category: Duo seat
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: JEEP
Additional information: Passenger seat developed 
especially for the JEEP models.

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

35€

59 Quantity: 1
Product category: Duo seat
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: JOHN DEERE
Additional information: A passenger on your 
Traxx? Use this matching passenger seat for that. 
Passenger seat developed especially for the John 
Deere models.

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

25€
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60 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Roll Bar
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: OFF ROAD
Additional information: Pump your go-kart with 
this sturdy roll bar! Your large BERG go-kart will 
look even more powerful this way. Also nice to 
order a flashing light on your roll bar. The BERG 
rollbar Offroad is suitable for all large BERG go-
carts XL and XXL.

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

35€

61 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Roll Bar
Brand: mountain TOYS
Model: FARM BLACK
Additional information: Give your Farm go-kart a 
cool look with the BERG Farm roll bar. Add even 
more accessories to complete your BERG ROPS, 
such as the BERG Beacon.

The rollbar is not suitable for large go-karts with 
an E-BFR or XXL-BFR frame. This BERG ROPS is 
suitable for all Off-road/Farm go-karts.

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

35€

62 Quantity: 1
Product category: Lift tray
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: Soil, sand, manure... With 
this lift box you can transport everything with 
your go-kart. This lift tray makes transporting 
sand and soil a breeze. Manure your rabbit hutch 
and take the waste directly to the manure pile. No

45€
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more wheelbarrows for you, you go for the real 
thing! To be used in combination with the lifting 
device.

Exclusive lifting device

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

63 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Slide
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: Whether it's snow or mud, 
with this slide you can clean the yard in no time!

Shoveling snow? Grab your go-kart. Hang the 
slide in the lifting device and slide the garden 
path clean in no time! Of course you can also use 
the slide to push the sand into a heap, or for 
another job. Just make it up and get started!

Exclusive lifting device

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

45€

64 Quantity: 1
Product category: Side skirts
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: RACING
Additional information: The sturdy side skirts are 
available especially for the BERG Race go-kart. 
Complete your BERG Race in the matching white 
color with stickers. Easy to retrofit.

The side skirts give your go-kart more body, and 
you have the feeling that you are really in a race 
car.

45€
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New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

65 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Mirror Set
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: Mount this mirror set on 
your front spoiler. This makes reversing, parking, 
or just seeing what's happening behind you very 
easy!
The mirror set is not suitable for these go-karts
BERG Basic BFR
BERG Black Edition
MOUNTAIN Race
BERG Compact Pink
BERG Compact Sport
MOUNTAIN Buzzy
MOUNTAIN Buddy
BMW Street Racer
BERG Rally Orange
Ford Mustang Pedal go kart
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

65 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Mirror Set
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: Mount this mirror set on 
your front spoiler. This makes reversing, parking, 
or just seeing what's happening behind you very 
easy!
The mirror set is not suitable for these go-karts
BERG Basic BFR
BERG Black Edition
MOUNTAIN Race
BERG Compact Pink
BERG Compact Sport
MOUNTAIN Buzzy

10€
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MOUNTAIN Buddy
BMW Street Racer
BERG Rally Orange
Ford Mustang Pedal go kart
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

65 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Mirror Set
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: Mount this mirror set on 
your front spoiler. This makes reversing, parking, 
or just seeing what's happening behind you very 
easy!
The mirror set is not suitable for these go-karts
BERG Basic BFR
BERG Black Edition
MOUNTAIN Race
BERG Compact Pink
BERG Compact Sport
MOUNTAIN Buzzy
MOUNTAIN Buddy
BMW Street Racer
BERG Rally Orange
Ford Mustang Pedal go kart
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

66 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Mirror Set
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: Mount this mirror set on 
your front spoiler. This makes reversing, parking, 
or just seeing what's happening behind you very 
easy!
The mirror set is not suitable for these go-karts
BERG Basic BFR
BERG Black Edition
MOUNTAIN Race
BERG Compact Pink

10€
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BERG Compact Sport
MOUNTAIN Buzzy
MOUNTAIN Buddy
BMW Street Racer
BERG Rally Orange
Ford Mustang Pedal go kart
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

66 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Mirror Set
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: Mount this mirror set on 
your front spoiler. This makes reversing, parking, 
or just seeing what's happening behind you very 
easy!
The mirror set is not suitable for these go-karts
BERG Basic BFR
BERG Black Edition
MOUNTAIN Race
BERG Compact Pink
BERG Compact Sport
MOUNTAIN Buzzy
MOUNTAIN Buddy
BMW Street Racer
BERG Rally Orange
Ford Mustang Pedal go kart
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

66 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Mirror Set
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: Mount this mirror set on 
your front spoiler. This makes reversing, parking, 
or just seeing what's happening behind you very 
easy!
The mirror set is not suitable for these go-karts
BERG Basic BFR
BERG Black Edition

10€
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MOUNTAIN Race
BERG Compact Pink
BERG Compact Sport
MOUNTAIN Buzzy
MOUNTAIN Buddy
BMW Street Racer
BERG Rally Orange
Ford Mustang Pedal go kart
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

67 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Mirror Set
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: Mount this mirror set on 
your front spoiler. This makes reversing, parking, 
or just seeing what's happening behind you very 
easy!
The mirror set is not suitable for these go-karts
BERG Basic BFR
BERG Black Edition
MOUNTAIN Race
BERG Compact Pink
BERG Compact Sport
MOUNTAIN Buzzy
MOUNTAIN Buddy
BMW Street Racer
BERG Rally Orange
Ford Mustang Pedal go kart
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

67 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Mirror Set
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: Mount this mirror set on 
your front spoiler. This makes reversing, parking, 
or just seeing what's happening behind you very 
easy!
The mirror set is not suitable for these go-karts

10€
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BERG Basic BFR
BERG Black Edition
MOUNTAIN Race
BERG Compact Pink
BERG Compact Sport
MOUNTAIN Buzzy
MOUNTAIN Buddy
BMW Street Racer
BERG Rally Orange
Ford Mustang Pedal go kart
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

67 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Mirror Set
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: Mount this mirror set on 
your front spoiler. This makes reversing, parking, 
or just seeing what's happening behind you very 
easy!
The mirror set is not suitable for these go-karts
BERG Basic BFR
BERG Black Edition
MOUNTAIN Race
BERG Compact Pink
BERG Compact Sport
MOUNTAIN Buzzy
MOUNTAIN Buddy
BMW Street Racer
BERG Rally Orange
Ford Mustang Pedal go kart
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

10€
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68 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Lighting Set
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: Home late? With this 
complete set you are also visible and safe in the 
twilight!

Complete set of headlight, red LED lamp for the 
rear and two reflectors. This way you can be sure 
that you are also safe and visible in the dark on 
your go-kart.

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

68 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Lighting Set
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: Home late? With this 
complete set you are also visible and safe in the 
twilight!

Complete set of headlight, red LED lamp for the 
rear and two reflectors. This way you can be sure 
that you are also safe and visible in the dark on 
your go-kart.

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

68 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Lighting Set
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: Home late? With this 
complete set you are also visible and safe in the 
twilight!

Complete set of headlight, red LED lamp for the 

10€
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rear and two reflectors. This way you can be sure 
that you are also safe and visible in the dark on 
your go-kart.

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

69 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Lighting Set
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: Home late? With this 
complete set you are also visible and safe in the 
twilight!

Complete set of headlight, red LED lamp for the 
rear and two reflectors. This way you can be sure 
that you are also safe and visible in the dark on 
your go-kart.

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

69 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Lighting Set
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: Home late? With this 
complete set you are also visible and safe in the 
twilight!

Complete set of headlight, red LED lamp for the 
rear and two reflectors. This way you can be sure 
that you are also safe and visible in the dark on 
your go-kart.

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

10€
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69 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Lighting Set
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: Home late? With this 
complete set you are also visible and safe in the 
twilight!

Complete set of headlight, red LED lamp for the 
rear and two reflectors. This way you can be sure 
that you are also safe and visible in the dark on 
your go-kart.

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

70 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Lighting Set
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: Home late? With this 
complete set you are also visible and safe in the 
twilight!

Complete set of headlight, red LED lamp for the 
rear and two reflectors. This way you can be sure 
that you are also safe and visible in the dark on 
your go-kart.

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

10€
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70 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Lighting Set
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: Home late? With this 
complete set you are also visible and safe in the 
twilight!

Complete set of headlight, red LED lamp for the 
rear and two reflectors. This way you can be sure 
that you are also safe and visible in the dark on 
your go-kart.

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

70 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Lighting Set
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: Home late? With this 
complete set you are also visible and safe in the 
twilight!

Complete set of headlight, red LED lamp for the 
rear and two reflectors. This way you can be sure 
that you are also safe and visible in the dark on 
your go-kart.

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

71 Quantity: 1
Product category: Duo seat
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: JEEP
Additional information: Passenger seat developed 
especially for the JEEP models.

New in the package

25€
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Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

74 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Inground Trampoline
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: FAVORIT 430
Additional information: InGround Favorit 430 
Green with Safetynet Comfort
The trampoline that is low to the ground, The 
BERG InGround trampoline is partially buried so 
that it is lower to the ground. Despite the name, 
this trampoline is not in or flush with the ground, 
but low to the ground. This way you have the 
pleasure of a trampoline in your garden and the 
pleasure of your beautiful view. Because the 
InGround trampoline frame rests on special low 
feet, the step is minimal, so the trampoline is not 
only unobtrusive but also super safe! Thanks to 
the short feet, a BERG Safety net can be mounted
on the frame of the trampoline for extra safety.

Jump yourself in great shape! A trampoline is 
more than a children's toy. Jumping is a sport! 
Train your endurance, flexibility, condition, 
strength and coordination with a BERG Sports 
trampoline. Can't get enough of jumping? No 
problem! The BERG Favorit trampoline provides 
years of fun, hardly wears out and requires little 
maintenance.

New in the package
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

299€
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75 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Inground Trampoline
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: FAVORIT 430
Additional information: InGround Favorit 430 Gray
with Safetynet Comfort
The trampoline that is low to the ground, The 
BERG InGround trampoline is partially buried so 
that it is lower to the ground. Despite the name, 
this trampoline is not in or flush with the ground, 
but low to the ground. This way you have the 
pleasure of a trampoline in your garden and the 
pleasure of your beautiful view. Because the 
InGround trampoline frame rests on special low 
feet, the step is minimal, so the trampoline is not 
only unobtrusive but also super safe! Thanks to 
the short feet, a BERG Safety net can be mounted
on the frame of the trampoline for extra safety.

Jump yourself in great shape! A trampoline is 
more than a children's toy. Jumping is a sport! 
Train your endurance, flexibility, condition, 
strength and coordination with a BERG Sports 
trampoline. Can't get enough of jumping? No 
problem! The BERG Favorit trampoline provides 
years of fun, hardly wears out and requires little 
maintenance.

New in the package
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

299€

76 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Inground Trampoline
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: FAVORIT 430
Additional information: InGround Favorit 430 
Green with Safetynet Deluxe
The trampoline that is low to the ground, The 
BERG InGround trampoline is partially buried so 
that it is lower to the ground. Despite the name, 
this trampoline is not in or flush with the ground, 

349€
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but low to the ground. This way you have the 
pleasure of a trampoline in your garden and the 
pleasure of your beautiful view. Because the 
InGround trampoline frame rests on special low 
feet, the step is minimal, so the trampoline is not 
only unobtrusive but also super safe! Thanks to 
the short feet, a BERG Safety net can be mounted
on the frame of the trampoline for extra safety.

Jump yourself in great shape! A trampoline is 
more than a children's toy. Jumping is a sport! 
Train your endurance, flexibility, condition, 
strength and coordination with a BERG Sports 
trampoline. Can't get enough of jumping? No 
problem! The BERG Favorit trampoline provides 
years of fun, hardly wears out and requires little 
maintenance.

New in the package
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

77 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Inground Trampoline
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: FAVORIT 430
Additional information: InGround Favorit 430 Gray
with Safetynet Deluxe
The trampoline that is low to the ground, The 
BERG InGround trampoline is partially buried so 
that it is lower to the ground. Despite the name, 
this trampoline is not in or flush with the ground, 
but low to the ground. This way you have the 
pleasure of a trampoline in your garden and the 
pleasure of your beautiful view. Because the 
InGround trampoline frame rests on special low 
feet, the step is minimal, so the trampoline is not 
only unobtrusive but also super safe! Thanks to 
the short feet, a BERG Safety net can be mounted
on the frame of the trampoline for extra safety.

Jump yourself in great shape! A trampoline is 

349€
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more than a children's toy. Jumping is a sport! 
Train your endurance, flexibility, condition, 
strength and coordination with a BERG Sports 
trampoline. Can't get enough of jumping? No 
problem! The BERG Favorit trampoline provides 
years of fun, hardly wears out and requires little 
maintenance.

New in the package
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

78 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Inground Trampoline
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: GRAND CHAMPION 520
Additional information: InGround Grand Champion
520 Green
The trampoline that is low to the ground. The 
BERG InGround trampoline is partially buried so 
that it is lower to the ground. Despite the name, 
this trampoline is not in or flush with the ground, 
but low to the ground. This way you have the 
pleasure of a trampoline in your garden and the 
pleasure of your beautiful view. Because the 
InGround trampoline frame rests on special low 
feet, the step is minimal, so the trampoline is not 
only unobtrusive but also super safe! Thanks to 
the short feet, a BERG Safety net can be mounted
on the frame of the trampoline for extra safety.

New in the package

Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

399€
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78 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Inground Trampoline
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: GRAND CHAMPION 520
Additional information: InGround Grand Champion
520 Green
The trampoline that is low to the ground. The 
BERG InGround trampoline is partially buried so 
that it is lower to the ground. Despite the name, 
this trampoline is not in or flush with the ground, 
but low to the ground. This way you have the 
pleasure of a trampoline in your garden and the 
pleasure of your beautiful view. Because the 
InGround trampoline frame rests on special low 
feet, the step is minimal, so the trampoline is not 
only unobtrusive but also super safe! Thanks to 
the short feet, a BERG Safety net can be mounted
on the frame of the trampoline for extra safety.

New in the package

Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

399€

79 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Inground Trampoline
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: GRAND CHAMPION 520
Additional information: InGround Grand Champion
520 Green
The trampoline that is low to the ground. The 
BERG InGround trampoline is partially buried so 
that it is lower to the ground. Despite the name, 
this trampoline is not in or flush with the ground, 
but low to the ground. This way you have the 
pleasure of a trampoline in your garden and the 
pleasure of your beautiful view. Because the 
InGround trampoline frame rests on special low 
feet, the step is minimal, so the trampoline is not 
only unobtrusive but also super safe! Thanks to 
the short feet, a BERG Safety net can be mounted

399€
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on the frame of the trampoline for extra safety.

New in the package

Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

79 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Inground Trampoline
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: GRAND CHAMPION 520
Additional information: InGround Grand Champion
520 Green
The trampoline that is low to the ground. The 
BERG InGround trampoline is partially buried so 
that it is lower to the ground. Despite the name, 
this trampoline is not in or flush with the ground, 
but low to the ground. This way you have the 
pleasure of a trampoline in your garden and the 
pleasure of your beautiful view. Because the 
InGround trampoline frame rests on special low 
feet, the step is minimal, so the trampoline is not 
only unobtrusive but also super safe! Thanks to 
the short feet, a BERG Safety net can be mounted
on the frame of the trampoline for extra safety.

New in the package

Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

399€

80 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Trampoline
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: GRAND CHAMPION 350
Additional information: Grand Champion 350 
Green regular (without safety net)
Choose the champion of two worlds! The BERG 

299€
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Grand trampoline is the oval trampoline from the 
BERG family. Due to the oval shape you benefit 
from the strength of a round frame and you can 
jump over the entire length as with a rectangular 
shape.

BERG Champion protective edgeBERG Champion 
protective edge
The BERG Champion has an extra wide and thick 
protective edge. The springs are completely 
covered and the frame is also fully shielded for 
optimum safety.

BERG Champion protective edging The edging is 
made of weather-resistant PVC with excellent UV 
resistance. The protective edge contains foam 
that does not absorb water and the edge is 
equipped with a water drainage system.

New in the packaging, excluding safety net
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

81 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Trampoline
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: GRAND CHAMPION 470
Additional information: Grand Champion 470 Gray
regular (without safety net)
Choose the champion of two worlds! The BERG 
Grand trampoline is the oval trampoline from the 
BERG family. Due to the oval shape you benefit 
from the strength of a round frame and you can 
jump over the entire length as with a rectangular 
shape.

BERG Champion protective edgeBERG Champion 
protective edge
The BERG Champion has an extra wide and thick 
protective edge. The springs are completely 
covered and the frame is also fully shielded for 
optimum safety.

399€
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BERG Champion protective edging The edging is 
made of weather-resistant PVC with excellent UV 
resistance. The protective edge contains foam 
that does not absorb water and the edge is 
equipped with a water drainage system.

New in packaging, excluding safety net
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

81 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Trampoline
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: GRAND CHAMPION 470
Additional information: Grand Champion 470 Gray
regular (without safety net)
Choose the champion of two worlds! The BERG 
Grand trampoline is the oval trampoline from the 
BERG family. Due to the oval shape you benefit 
from the strength of a round frame and you can 
jump over the entire length as with a rectangular 
shape.

BERG Champion protective edgeBERG Champion 
protective edge
The BERG Champion has an extra wide and thick 
protective edge. The springs are completely 
covered and the frame is also fully shielded for 
optimum safety.

BERG Champion protective edging The edging is 
made of weather-resistant PVC with excellent UV 
resistance. The protective edge contains foam 
that does not absorb water and the edge is 
equipped with a water drainage system.

New in packaging, excluding safety net
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

399€
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82 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Trampoline
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: GRAND CHAMPION 470
Additional information: Grand Champion 470 Gray
regular (without safety net)
Choose the champion of two worlds! The BERG 
Grand trampoline is the oval trampoline from the 
BERG family. Due to the oval shape you benefit 
from the strength of a round frame and you can 
jump over the entire length as with a rectangular 
shape.

BERG Champion protective edgeBERG Champion 
protective edge
The BERG Champion has an extra wide and thick 
protective edge. The springs are completely 
covered and the frame is also fully shielded for 
optimum safety.

BERG Champion protective edging The edging is 
made of weather-resistant PVC with excellent UV 
resistance. The protective edge contains foam 
that does not absorb water and the edge is 
equipped with a water drainage system.

New in packaging, excluding safety net
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

399€

82 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Trampoline
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: GRAND CHAMPION 470
Additional information: Grand Champion 470 Gray
regular (without safety net)
Choose the champion of two worlds! The BERG 
Grand trampoline is the oval trampoline from the 
BERG family. Due to the oval shape you benefit 
from the strength of a round frame and you can 
jump over the entire length as with a rectangular 
shape.

399€
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BERG Champion protective edgeBERG Champion 
protective edge
The BERG Champion has an extra wide and thick 
protective edge. The springs are completely 
covered and the frame is also fully shielded for 
optimum safety.

BERG Champion protective edging The edging is 
made of weather-resistant PVC with excellent UV 
resistance. The protective edge contains foam 
that does not absorb water and the edge is 
equipped with a water drainage system.

New in packaging, excluding safety net
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

83 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: COMFORT 430
Additional information: Easily accessible, safe self-
closing entrance, provided with a recognizable 
green band. The click system between the posts 
ensures that the net cannot come loose. Optimal 
protection
The posts are provided with a beautiful black 
cover filled with thick foam for optimal protection.
The BERG Safety Net Comfort is suitable for all 
regular BERG Favorit and regular BERG Champion 
trampolines. This BERG Safety Net Comfort is not 
suitable for BERG InGround trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, elastics, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

99€
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83 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: COMFORT 430
Additional information: Easily accessible, safe self-
closing entrance, provided with a recognizable 
green band. The click system between the posts 
ensures that the net cannot come loose. Optimal 
protection
The posts are provided with a beautiful black 
cover filled with thick foam for optimal protection.
The BERG Safety Net Comfort is suitable for all 
regular BERG Favorit and regular BERG Champion 
trampolines. This BERG Safety Net Comfort is not 
suitable for BERG InGround trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, elastics, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

99€

83 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: COMFORT 430
Additional information: Easily accessible, safe self-
closing entrance, provided with a recognizable 
green band. The click system between the posts 
ensures that the net cannot come loose. Optimal 
protection
The posts are provided with a beautiful black 
cover filled with thick foam for optimal protection.
The BERG Safety Net Comfort is suitable for all 
regular BERG Favorit and regular BERG Champion 
trampolines. This BERG Safety Net Comfort is not 
suitable for BERG InGround trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, elastics, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg

99€
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Condition: Unused

84 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: COMFORT 430
Additional information: Easily accessible, safe self-
closing entrance, provided with a recognizable 
green band. The click system between the posts 
ensures that the net cannot come loose. Optimal 
protection
The posts are provided with a beautiful black 
cover filled with thick foam for optimal protection.
The BERG Safety Net Comfort is suitable for all 
regular BERG Favorit and regular BERG Champion 
trampolines. This BERG Safety Net Comfort is not 
suitable for BERG InGround trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, elastics, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

99€

84 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: COMFORT 430
Additional information: Easily accessible, safe self-
closing entrance, provided with a recognizable 
green band. The click system between the posts 
ensures that the net cannot come loose. Optimal 
protection
The posts are provided with a beautiful black 
cover filled with thick foam for optimal protection.
The BERG Safety Net Comfort is suitable for all 
regular BERG Favorit and regular BERG Champion 
trampolines. This BERG Safety Net Comfort is not 
suitable for BERG InGround trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 

99€
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material, elastics, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

84 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: COMFORT 430
Additional information: Easily accessible, safe self-
closing entrance, provided with a recognizable 
green band. The click system between the posts 
ensures that the net cannot come loose. Optimal 
protection
The posts are provided with a beautiful black 
cover filled with thick foam for optimal protection.
The BERG Safety Net Comfort is suitable for all 
regular BERG Favorit and regular BERG Champion 
trampolines. This BERG Safety Net Comfort is not 
suitable for BERG InGround trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, elastics, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

99€

85 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: COMFORT 430
Additional information: Easily accessible, safe self-
closing entrance, provided with a recognizable 
green band. The click system between the posts 
ensures that the net cannot come loose. Optimal 
protection
The posts are provided with a beautiful black 
cover filled with thick foam for optimal protection.
The BERG Safety Net Comfort is suitable for all 

99€
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regular BERG Favorit and regular BERG Champion 
trampolines. This BERG Safety Net Comfort is not 
suitable for BERG InGround trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, elastics, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

85 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: COMFORT 430
Additional information: Easily accessible, safe self-
closing entrance, provided with a recognizable 
green band. The click system between the posts 
ensures that the net cannot come loose. Optimal 
protection
The posts are provided with a beautiful black 
cover filled with thick foam for optimal protection.
The BERG Safety Net Comfort is suitable for all 
regular BERG Favorit and regular BERG Champion 
trampolines. This BERG Safety Net Comfort is not 
suitable for BERG InGround trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, elastics, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

99€

85 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: COMFORT 430
Additional information: Easily accessible, safe self-
closing entrance, provided with a recognizable 
green band. The click system between the posts 
ensures that the net cannot come loose. Optimal 

99€
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protection
The posts are provided with a beautiful black 
cover filled with thick foam for optimal protection.
The BERG Safety Net Comfort is suitable for all 
regular BERG Favorit and regular BERG Champion 
trampolines. This BERG Safety Net Comfort is not 
suitable for BERG InGround trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, elastics, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

86 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: COMFORT 380
Additional information: Easily accessible, safe self-
closing entrance, provided with a recognizable 
green band. The click system between the posts 
ensures that the net cannot come loose. Optimal 
protection
The posts are provided with a beautiful black 
cover filled with thick foam for optimal protection.
The BERG Safety Net Comfort is suitable for all 
regular BERG Favorit and regular BERG Champion 
trampolines. This BERG Safety Net Comfort is not 
suitable for BERG InGround trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, elastics, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

89€
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87 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: COMFORT 330
Additional information: Safety Net Comfort 330 ( 6
legs – model From 2020 )
This safety net is only suitable for regular 
trampolines (no inground) with a diameter of 330 
cm and which has 6 legs. This applies to the 
renewed trampolines from 2020. Easily 
accessible, safe self-closing entrance, with a 
recognizable green band. The click system 
between the posts ensures that the net cannot 
come loose.

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

59€

87 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: COMFORT 330
Additional information: Safety Net Comfort 330 ( 6
legs – model From 2020 )
This safety net is only suitable for regular 
trampolines (no inground) with a diameter of 330 
cm and which has 6 legs. This applies to the 
renewed trampolines from 2020. Easily 
accessible, safe self-closing entrance, with a 
recognizable green band. The click system 
between the posts ensures that the net cannot 
come loose.

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

59€
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88 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: COMFORT 330
Additional information: Safety Net Comfort 330 ( 6
legs – model From 2020 )
This safety net is only suitable for regular 
trampolines (no inground) with a diameter of 330 
cm and which has 6 legs. This applies to the 
renewed trampolines from 2020. Easily 
accessible, safe self-closing entrance, with a 
recognizable green band. The click system 
between the posts ensures that the net cannot 
come loose.

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

59€

88 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: COMFORT 330
Additional information: Safety Net Comfort 330 ( 6
legs – model From 2020 )
This safety net is only suitable for regular 
trampolines (no inground) with a diameter of 330 
cm and which has 6 legs. This applies to the 
renewed trampolines from 2020. Easily 
accessible, safe self-closing entrance, with a 
recognizable green band. The click system 
between the posts ensures that the net cannot 
come loose.

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

59€
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89 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: COMFORT 270
Additional information: Safety Net Comfort 270
Easily accessible, safe self-closing entrance, with 
a recognizable green band. The click system 
between the posts ensures that the net cannot 
come loose. Optimal protection
The posts are provided with a beautiful black 
cover filled with thick foam for optimal protection.
The BERG Safety Net Comfort is suitable for all 
regular BERG Favorit and regular BERG Champion 
trampolines. This BERG Safety Net Comfort is not 
suitable for BERG InGround trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, elastics, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

49€

89 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: COMFORT 270
Additional information: Safety Net Comfort 270
Easily accessible, safe self-closing entrance, with 
a recognizable green band. The click system 
between the posts ensures that the net cannot 
come loose. Optimal protection
The posts are provided with a beautiful black 
cover filled with thick foam for optimal protection.
The BERG Safety Net Comfort is suitable for all 
regular BERG Favorit and regular BERG Champion 
trampolines. This BERG Safety Net Comfort is not 
suitable for BERG InGround trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, elastics, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg

49€
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Condition: Unused

90 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: COMFORT 270
Additional information: Safety Net Comfort 270
Easily accessible, safe self-closing entrance, with 
a recognizable green band. The click system 
between the posts ensures that the net cannot 
come loose. Optimal protection
The posts are provided with a beautiful black 
cover filled with thick foam for optimal protection.
The BERG Safety Net Comfort is suitable for all 
regular BERG Favorit and regular BERG Champion 
trampolines. This BERG Safety Net Comfort is not 
suitable for BERG InGround trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, elastics, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

49€

90 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: COMFORT 270
Additional information: Safety Net Comfort 270
Easily accessible, safe self-closing entrance, with 
a recognizable green band. The click system 
between the posts ensures that the net cannot 
come loose. Optimal protection
The posts are provided with a beautiful black 
cover filled with thick foam for optimal protection.
The BERG Safety Net Comfort is suitable for all 
regular BERG Favorit and regular BERG Champion 
trampolines. This BERG Safety Net Comfort is not 
suitable for BERG InGround trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 

49€
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material, elastics, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

91 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: DELUXE XL 430
Additional information: Safety Net Deluxe XL 430
With their many years of experience, BERG Toys 
has paid all attention to making the safest 
trampolines of the highest quality that jump 
perfectly. The BERG DeLuxe XL safety net offers 
optimum safety thanks to an extra long and 
sturdy, wear-resistant and durable net made of 
high-quality materials that can be easily seen 
through. The DeLuxe XL safety net is also very 
sleek and can be easily disconnected at the top, 
so that it can also be covered by a cover. This 
safety net is 220cm high. The new entrance to 
this DeLuxe XL safety net is self-closing and 
therefore extra safe. Getting in and out is 
comfortable, but the DeLuxe XL net cannot 
accidentally be left open. The installation of this 
trampoline safety net DeLuxe XL is very simple 
and fast thanks to the specially developed 
mounting brackets and optimum strength is 
guaranteed. Due to the thick foam layer around 
the poles, the jumper is also protected against 
bumps to the poles of the DeLuxe safety net.

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

149€
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92 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: DELUXE 430
Additional information: Safety Net Deluxe 430
Arch construction, The net is attached to the top 
with an arch construction. This provides an extra 
sleek finish to the net. Special Design cap
This Safety Net has a special design cap that 
ensures that the net stays in place. The BERG 
Safety Net Deluxe is suitable for all BERG Favorit 
(regular and InGround) and BERG Champion 
(regular and InGround) trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, hoop set, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

129€

92 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: DELUXE 430
Additional information: Safety Net Deluxe 430
Arch construction, The net is attached to the top 
with an arch construction. This provides an extra 
sleek finish to the net. Special Design cap
This Safety Net has a special design cap that 
ensures that the net stays in place. The BERG 
Safety Net Deluxe is suitable for all BERG Favorit 
(regular and InGround) and BERG Champion 
(regular and InGround) trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, hoop set, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

129€
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92 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: DELUXE 430
Additional information: Safety Net Deluxe 430
Arch construction, The net is attached to the top 
with an arch construction. This provides an extra 
sleek finish to the net. Special Design cap
This Safety Net has a special design cap that 
ensures that the net stays in place. The BERG 
Safety Net Deluxe is suitable for all BERG Favorit 
(regular and InGround) and BERG Champion 
(regular and InGround) trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, hoop set, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

129€

93 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: DELUXE 430
Additional information: Safety Net Deluxe 430
Arch construction, The net is attached to the top 
with an arch construction. This provides an extra 
sleek finish to the net. Special Design cap
This Safety Net has a special design cap that 
ensures that the net stays in place. The BERG 
Safety Net Deluxe is suitable for all BERG Favorit 
(regular and InGround) and BERG Champion 
(regular and InGround) trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, hoop set, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

129€
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93 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: DELUXE 430
Additional information: Safety Net Deluxe 430
Arch construction, The net is attached to the top 
with an arch construction. This provides an extra 
sleek finish to the net. Special Design cap
This Safety Net has a special design cap that 
ensures that the net stays in place. The BERG 
Safety Net Deluxe is suitable for all BERG Favorit 
(regular and InGround) and BERG Champion 
(regular and InGround) trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, hoop set, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

129€

93 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: DELUXE 430
Additional information: Safety Net Deluxe 430
Arch construction, The net is attached to the top 
with an arch construction. This provides an extra 
sleek finish to the net. Special Design cap
This Safety Net has a special design cap that 
ensures that the net stays in place. The BERG 
Safety Net Deluxe is suitable for all BERG Favorit 
(regular and InGround) and BERG Champion 
(regular and InGround) trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, hoop set, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

129€
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94 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: DELUXE 430
Additional information: Safety Net Deluxe 430
Arch construction, The net is attached to the top 
with an arch construction. This provides an extra 
sleek finish to the net. Special Design cap
This Safety Net has a special design cap that 
ensures that the net stays in place. The BERG 
Safety Net Deluxe is suitable for all BERG Favorit 
(regular and InGround) and BERG Champion 
(regular and InGround) trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, hoop set, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

129€

94 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: DELUXE 430
Additional information: Safety Net Deluxe 430
Arch construction, The net is attached to the top 
with an arch construction. This provides an extra 
sleek finish to the net. Special Design cap
This Safety Net has a special design cap that 
ensures that the net stays in place. The BERG 
Safety Net Deluxe is suitable for all BERG Favorit 
(regular and InGround) and BERG Champion 
(regular and InGround) trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, hoop set, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

129€
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94 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: DELUXE 430
Additional information: Safety Net Deluxe 430
Arch construction, The net is attached to the top 
with an arch construction. This provides an extra 
sleek finish to the net. Special Design cap
This Safety Net has a special design cap that 
ensures that the net stays in place. The BERG 
Safety Net Deluxe is suitable for all BERG Favorit 
(regular and InGround) and BERG Champion 
(regular and InGround) trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, hoop set, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

129€

95 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: DELUXE 380
Additional information: Safety Net Deluxe 380
Arch construction, The net is attached to the top 
with an arch construction. This provides an extra 
sleek finish to the net. Special Design cap
This Safety Net has a special design cap that 
ensures that the net stays in place. The BERG 
Safety Net Deluxe is suitable for all BERG Favorit 
(regular and InGround) and BERG Champion 
(regular and InGround) trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, hoop set, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

119€
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95 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: DELUXE 380
Additional information: Safety Net Deluxe 380
Arch construction, The net is attached to the top 
with an arch construction. This provides an extra 
sleek finish to the net. Special Design cap
This Safety Net has a special design cap that 
ensures that the net stays in place. The BERG 
Safety Net Deluxe is suitable for all BERG Favorit 
(regular and InGround) and BERG Champion 
(regular and InGround) trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, hoop set, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

119€

95 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: DELUXE 380
Additional information: Safety Net Deluxe 380
Arch construction, The net is attached to the top 
with an arch construction. This provides an extra 
sleek finish to the net. Special Design cap
This Safety Net has a special design cap that 
ensures that the net stays in place. The BERG 
Safety Net Deluxe is suitable for all BERG Favorit 
(regular and InGround) and BERG Champion 
(regular and InGround) trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, hoop set, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

119€
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96 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: DELUXE 380
Additional information: Safety Net Deluxe 380
Arch construction, The net is attached to the top 
with an arch construction. This provides an extra 
sleek finish to the net. Special Design cap
This Safety Net has a special design cap that 
ensures that the net stays in place. The BERG 
Safety Net Deluxe is suitable for all BERG Favorit 
(regular and InGround) and BERG Champion 
(regular and InGround) trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, hoop set, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

119€

96 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: DELUXE 380
Additional information: Safety Net Deluxe 380
Arch construction, The net is attached to the top 
with an arch construction. This provides an extra 
sleek finish to the net. Special Design cap
This Safety Net has a special design cap that 
ensures that the net stays in place. The BERG 
Safety Net Deluxe is suitable for all BERG Favorit 
(regular and InGround) and BERG Champion 
(regular and InGround) trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, hoop set, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

119€
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96 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: DELUXE 380
Additional information: Safety Net Deluxe 380
Arch construction, The net is attached to the top 
with an arch construction. This provides an extra 
sleek finish to the net. Special Design cap
This Safety Net has a special design cap that 
ensures that the net stays in place. The BERG 
Safety Net Deluxe is suitable for all BERG Favorit 
(regular and InGround) and BERG Champion 
(regular and InGround) trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, hoop set, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

119€

97 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: DELUXE 380
Additional information: Safety Net Deluxe 380
Arch construction, The net is attached to the top 
with an arch construction. This provides an extra 
sleek finish to the net. Special Design cap
This Safety Net has a special design cap that 
ensures that the net stays in place. The BERG 
Safety Net Deluxe is suitable for all BERG Favorit 
(regular and InGround) and BERG Champion 
(regular and InGround) trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, hoop set, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

119€
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97 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: DELUXE 380
Additional information: Safety Net Deluxe 380
Arch construction, The net is attached to the top 
with an arch construction. This provides an extra 
sleek finish to the net. Special Design cap
This Safety Net has a special design cap that 
ensures that the net stays in place. The BERG 
Safety Net Deluxe is suitable for all BERG Favorit 
(regular and InGround) and BERG Champion 
(regular and InGround) trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, hoop set, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

119€

97 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: DELUXE 380
Additional information: Safety Net Deluxe 380
Arch construction, The net is attached to the top 
with an arch construction. This provides an extra 
sleek finish to the net. Special Design cap
This Safety Net has a special design cap that 
ensures that the net stays in place. The BERG 
Safety Net Deluxe is suitable for all BERG Favorit 
(regular and InGround) and BERG Champion 
(regular and InGround) trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, hoop set, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

119€
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98 Quantity: 1
Product category: Safety net
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: DELUXE 330
Additional information: Safety Net Deluxe 330
Arch construction, The net is attached to the top 
with an arch construction. This provides an extra 
sleek finish to the net. Special Design cap
This Safety Net has a special design cap that 
ensures that the net stays in place. The BERG 
Safety Net Deluxe is suitable for all BERG Favorit 
(regular and InGround) and BERG Champion 
(regular and InGround) trampolines. This is a 
complete Safety net, black net, posts, mounting 
material, hoop set, caps, ...

New in the package
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
Condition: Unused

109€

99 Quantity: 1
Product category: Step ladder
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: With a robust step ladder 
from BERG you can easily and safely clamber up 
and down the trampoline. The step is child-
friendly because it has wide non-slip steps, so that
you cannot slip off. It is also extra strong and easy
to assemble. The BERG Ladder L can be adjusted 
in height and is therefore suitable for trampolines 
with an entry height of 85 cm, 90 cm and 95 cm.
New in the package
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

10€
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99 Quantity: 1
Product category: Step ladder
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: With a robust step ladder 
from BERG you can easily and safely clamber up 
and down the trampoline. The step is child-
friendly because it has wide non-slip steps, so that
you cannot slip off. It is also extra strong and easy
to assemble. The BERG Ladder L can be adjusted 
in height and is therefore suitable for trampolines 
with an entry height of 85 cm, 90 cm and 95 cm.
New in the package
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

99 Quantity: 1
Product category: Step ladder
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: With a robust step ladder 
from BERG you can easily and safely clamber up 
and down the trampoline. The step is child-
friendly because it has wide non-slip steps, so that
you cannot slip off. It is also extra strong and easy
to assemble. The BERG Ladder L can be adjusted 
in height and is therefore suitable for trampolines 
with an entry height of 85 cm, 90 cm and 95 cm.
New in the package
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

100 Quantity: 1
Product category: Step ladder
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: With a robust step ladder 
from BERG you can easily and safely clamber up 
and down the trampoline. The step is child-
friendly because it has wide non-slip steps, so that
you cannot slip off. It is also extra strong and easy
to assemble. The BERG Ladder L can be adjusted 
in height and is therefore suitable for trampolines 

10€
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with an entry height of 85 cm, 90 cm and 95 cm.
New in the package
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

100 Quantity: 1
Product category: Step ladder
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: With a robust step ladder 
from BERG you can easily and safely clamber up 
and down the trampoline. The step is child-
friendly because it has wide non-slip steps, so that
you cannot slip off. It is also extra strong and easy
to assemble. The BERG Ladder L can be adjusted 
in height and is therefore suitable for trampolines 
with an entry height of 85 cm, 90 cm and 95 cm.
New in the package
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

100 Quantity: 1
Product category: Step ladder
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: With a robust step ladder 
from BERG you can easily and safely clamber up 
and down the trampoline. The step is child-
friendly because it has wide non-slip steps, so that
you cannot slip off. It is also extra strong and easy
to assemble. The BERG Ladder L can be adjusted 
in height and is therefore suitable for trampolines 
with an entry height of 85 cm, 90 cm and 95 cm.
New in the package
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

10€
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101 Quantity: 1
Product category: Step ladder
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: With a robust step ladder 
from BERG you can easily and safely clamber up 
and down the trampoline. The step is child-
friendly because it has wide non-slip steps, so that
you cannot slip off. It is also extra strong and easy
to assemble. The BERG Ladder L can be adjusted 
in height and is therefore suitable for trampolines 
with an entry height of 85 cm, 90 cm and 95 cm.
New in the package
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

101 Quantity: 1
Product category: Step ladder
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: With a robust step ladder 
from BERG you can easily and safely clamber up 
and down the trampoline. The step is child-
friendly because it has wide non-slip steps, so that
you cannot slip off. It is also extra strong and easy
to assemble. The BERG Ladder L can be adjusted 
in height and is therefore suitable for trampolines 
with an entry height of 85 cm, 90 cm and 95 cm.
New in the package
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

101 Quantity: 1
Product category: Step ladder
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: With a robust step ladder 
from BERG you can easily and safely clamber up 
and down the trampoline. The step is child-
friendly because it has wide non-slip steps, so that
you cannot slip off. It is also extra strong and easy
to assemble. The BERG Ladder L can be adjusted 
in height and is therefore suitable for trampolines 

10€
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with an entry height of 85 cm, 90 cm and 95 cm.
New in the package
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

102 Quantity: 1
Product category: Loose safety net
Brand: mountain TOYS
Model: 330
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

49€

103 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: TALENT 180 GREEN
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

103 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: TALENT 180 GREEN
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

104 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: TALENT 180 GREEN
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

10€
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104 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: TALENT 180 GREEN
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

105 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: FAVORITE 330 GRAY
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

69€

105 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: FAVORITE 330 GRAY
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

69€

105 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: FAVORITE 330 GRAY
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

69€

106 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: FAVORITE 330 GRAY
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

69€
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106 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: FAVORITE 330 GRAY
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

69€

106 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: FAVORITE 330 GRAY
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

69€

107 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: FAVORITE 330 GRAY
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

69€

107 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: FAVORITE 330 GRAY
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

69€
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107 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: FAVORITE 330 GRAY
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

69€

108 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: FAVORITE 380 GRAY
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

69€

108 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: FAVORITE 380 GRAY
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

69€

108 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: FAVORITE 380 GRAY
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

69€

109 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: FAVORITE 380 GRAY
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

69€
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109 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: FAVORITE 380 GRAY
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

69€

109 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: FAVORITE 380 GRAY
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

69€

110 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: FAVORITE 380 GRAY
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

69€

110 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: FAVORITE 380 GRAY
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

69€
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110 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: FAVORITE 380 GRAY
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

69€

111 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: FAVORITE 380 GREEN
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

49€

112 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: FAVORITE 430 GREEN
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

49€

113 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: mountain TOYS
Model: CHAMPIONS FLATGROUND 380 GREEN
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

99€

114 Quantity: 1
Product category: Protective edge
Brand: BERG TOYS
Model: ELITE 430 GREEN
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

149€
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115 Quantity: 1
Product category: Pallet containing various 
return/spare parts
Brand: BERG TOYS
Additional information: Including BergToys 
trampoline Grand Champion regular 470 Gray, 
Favorit Inground 330 Green, Safety nets, 
protective edges, ...
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

999€

116 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Wooden Swing
Brand: DOUGIE BILLIE
Model: 400
Additional information: (Green impregnated)
The Dougie swing Billie consists of two uprights 
that are treated at the bottom 110 cm against the
rotting process, which ensures a longer lifespan. 
The uprights are placed 100 cm into the ground 
so that the swing is very stable and has a height 
of 235 cm above the ground. A robust beam is 
mounted on top of the uprights.

The Billie swing is constructed from planed 
Douglas beams (shatterproof). For extra 
protection against the weather and the 
environment, it is also possible to obtain this 
swing with impregnated wood. The swing is 
supplied as a kit with a clear description and 
instructions for installing it yourself. A mounting 
kit is also included. Accessories visible in the 
pictures are not included with this swing.

New in the package.
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

249€
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117 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Wooden Swing
Brand: DOUGIE AMORIE
Model: 400
Additional information: (Green Impregnated)
The Dougie swing Amorie consists of two uprights 
that are treated at the bottom 110 cm against the
rotting process, which ensures a longer lifespan. 
The uprights are placed 100 cm into the ground 
so that the swing is very stable and has a height 
of 235 cm above the ground. A robust beam is 
mounted on top of the uprights, the length of this 
beam is variable in length, you can choose 
between 250, 300, 350 and 400 cm. The beam 
extends 50 cm past each upright so that there is 
also space there to hang a climbing rope or other 
accessory, for example. For an extra robust 
whole, 4 braces are provided between the 
uprights and the beam.

The Amorie swing is constructed from planed 
Douglas beams (shatterproof). For extra 
protection against the weather and the 
environment, it is also possible to obtain this 
swing with impregnated wood. The swing is 
supplied as a kit with a clear description and 
instructions for installing it yourself. A mounting 
kit is also included. Accessories visible in the 
pictures are not included with this swing.

New in the package.
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

249€

118 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Swing
Brand: SNUGGLY BRISTA
Model: 180
Additional information: (for 1 swing seat)
The Snuggly Brista Deluxe is a wooden swing of 
the highest quality and a particularly beautiful 
design. The Snuggly Brista Deluxe fits well in tight

150€
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and adventurous gardens. Choose from different 
colored metal connections and let the device 
blend seamlessly into the design of your outdoor 
space. Your children will swing through their 
childhood with a smile on this beautiful 
playground set, designed and manufactured in 
Belgium.

The device is space-saving and maintenance-
friendly, because it is built with only 2 vertical 
beams, which are firmly anchored in the ground. 
The horizontal swing beam has dimensions of 12 x
12 cm,

Due to its design, the Snuggly Brista Deluxe fits in
almost every garden size, even the smaller ones. 
This swing guarantees a lot of fun and effortlessly 
survives several generations of rompers.

The swing pole is inserted into the ground and 
anchored with a specially developed system. To 
protect the wood at ground level, a post saver is 
also included as standard in the package.

Swing seats and swing nest as shown in the photo
are not included. Only framework of the wooden 
beams, fixing elements (azure blue) and screws 
present in package.

Swing accessories not included.

New product, wooden beams may be twisted or 
have wind cracks.
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused
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119 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Swing
Brand: SNUGGLY BRISTA
Model: 250
Additional information: (for 2 swing seats)
The Snuggly Brista Deluxe is a wooden swing of 
the highest quality and a particularly beautiful 
design. The Snuggly Brista Deluxe fits well in tight
and adventurous gardens. Choose from different 
colored metal connections and let the device 
blend seamlessly into the design of your outdoor 
space. Your children will swing through their 
childhood with a smile on this beautiful 
playground set, designed and manufactured in 
Belgium.

The device is space-saving and maintenance-
friendly, because it is built with only 2 vertical 
beams, which are firmly anchored in the ground. 
The horizontal swing beam has dimensions of 12 x
12 cm,

Due to its design, the Snuggly Brista Deluxe fits in
almost every garden size, even the smaller ones. 
This swing guarantees a lot of fun and effortlessly 
survives several generations of rompers.

The swing pole is inserted into the ground and 
anchored with a specially developed system. To 
protect the wood at ground level, a post saver is 
also included as standard in the package.

Swing seats and swing nest as shown in the photo
are not included. Only framework of the wooden 
beams, fixing elements (azure blue) and screws 
present in package.

Swing accessories not included.

New product, wooden beams may be twisted or 
have wind cracks.
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

150€
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120 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Swing
Brand: SNUGGLY BRISTA
Model: 250
Additional information: (for 1 swing nest)
The Snuggly Brista Deluxe is a wooden swing of 
the highest quality and a particularly beautiful 
design. The Snuggly Brista Deluxe fits well in tight
and adventurous gardens. Choose from different 
colored metal connections and let the device 
blend seamlessly into the design of your outdoor 
space. Your children will swing through their 
childhood with a smile on this beautiful 
playground set, designed and manufactured in 
Belgium.

The device is space-saving and maintenance-
friendly, because it is built with only 2 vertical 
beams, which are firmly anchored in the ground. 
The horizontal swing beam has dimensions of 12 x
12 cm,

Due to its design, the Snuggly Brista Deluxe fits in
almost every garden size, even the smaller ones. 
This swing guarantees a lot of fun and effortlessly 
survives several generations of rompers.

The swing pole is inserted into the ground and 
anchored with a specially developed system. To 
protect the wood at ground level, a post saver is 
also included as standard in the package.

Swing accessories not included.

Swing seats and swing nest as shown in the photo
are not included. Only framework of the wooden 
beams, fixing elements (azure blue) and screws 
present in package.

New product, wooden beams may be twisted or 
have wind cracks.
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg

150€
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Condition: Unused

121 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Swing
Brand: SNUGGLY BRISTA
Model: 300
Additional information: (for 2 swing seats)
The Snuggly Brista Deluxe is a wooden swing of 
the highest quality and a particularly beautiful 
design. The Snuggly Brista Deluxe fits well in tight
and adventurous gardens. Choose from different 
colored metal connections and let the device 
blend seamlessly into the design of your outdoor 
space. Your children will swing through their 
childhood with a smile on this beautiful 
playground set, designed and manufactured in 
Belgium.

The device is space-saving and maintenance-
friendly, because it is built with only 2 vertical 
beams, which are firmly anchored in the ground. 
The horizontal swing beam has dimensions of 12 x
12 cm,

Due to its design, the Snuggly Brista Deluxe fits in
almost every garden size, even the smaller ones. 
This swing guarantees a lot of fun and effortlessly 
survives several generations of rompers.

The swing pole is inserted into the ground and 
anchored with a specially developed system. To 
protect the wood at ground level, a post saver is 
also included as standard in the package.

Swing accessories not included.

Swing seats and swing nest as shown in the photo
are not included. Only framework of the wooden 
beams, fixing elements (azure blue) and screws 
present in package.

New product, wooden beams may be twisted or 

150€
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have wind cracks.
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

122 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Swing
Brand: SNUGGLY BRISTA
Model: 300 NEST
Additional information: (for 1 swing seat + 1 
swing nest)
The Snuggly Brista Deluxe is a wooden swing of 
the highest quality and a particularly beautiful 
design. The Snuggly Brista Deluxe fits well in tight
and adventurous gardens. Choose from different 
colored metal connections and let the device 
blend seamlessly into the design of your outdoor 
space. Your children will swing through their 
childhood with a smile on this beautiful 
playground set, designed and manufactured in 
Belgium.

The device is space-saving and maintenance-
friendly, because it is built with only 2 vertical 
beams, which are firmly anchored in the ground. 
The horizontal swing beam has dimensions of 12 x
12 cm,

Due to its design, the Snuggly Brista Deluxe fits in
almost every garden size, even the smaller ones. 
This swing guarantees a lot of fun and effortlessly 
survives several generations of rompers.

The swing pole is inserted into the ground and 
anchored with a specially developed system. To 
protect the wood at ground level, a post saver is 
also included as standard in the package.

Swing accessories not included.

Swing seats and swing nest as shown in the photo
are not included. Only framework of the wooden 
beams, fixing elements (azure blue) and screws 

150€
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present in package.

New product, wooden beams may be twisted or 
have wind cracks.
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

123 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Swing
Brand: SNUGGLY BRISTA
Model: 360
Additional information: (for 3 swing seats)
The Snuggly Brista Deluxe is a wooden swing of 
the highest quality and a particularly beautiful 
design. The Snuggly Brista Deluxe fits well in tight
and adventurous gardens. Choose from different 
colored metal connections and let the device 
blend seamlessly into the design of your outdoor 
space. Your children will swing through their 
childhood with a smile on this beautiful 
playground set, designed and manufactured in 
Belgium.

The device is space-saving and maintenance-
friendly, because it is built with only 2 vertical 
beams, which are firmly anchored in the ground. 
The horizontal swing beam has dimensions of 12 x
12 cm,

Due to its design, the Snuggly Brista Deluxe fits in
almost every garden size, even the smaller ones. 
This swing guarantees a lot of fun and effortlessly 
survives several generations of rompers.

The swing pole is inserted into the ground and 
anchored with a specially developed system. To 
protect the wood at ground level, a post saver is 
also included as standard in the package.

Swing accessories not included.

New product, wooden beams may be twisted or 

175€
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have wind cracks.
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

124 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Swing
Brand: SNUGGLY BRISTA
Model: 420 NEST
Additional information: (for 2 swing seats + 1 
swing nest)
The Snuggly Brista Deluxe is a wooden swing of 
the highest quality and a particularly beautiful 
design. The Snuggly Brista Deluxe fits well in tight
and adventurous gardens. Choose from different 
colored metal connections and let the device 
blend seamlessly into the design of your outdoor 
space. Your children will swing through their 
childhood with a smile on this beautiful 
playground set, designed and manufactured in 
Belgium.

The device is space-saving and maintenance-
friendly, because it is built with only 2 vertical 
beams, which are firmly anchored in the ground. 
The horizontal swing beam has dimensions of 12 x
12 cm,

Due to its design, the Snuggly Brista Deluxe fits in
almost every garden size, even the smaller ones. 
This swing guarantees a lot of fun and effortlessly 
survives several generations of rompers.

The swing pole is inserted into the ground and 
anchored with a specially developed system. To 
protect the wood at ground level, a post saver is 
also included as standard in the package.

Swing accessories not included.

New product, wooden beams may be twisted or 
have wind cracks.

175€
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Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

125 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: DOUGIE HOUSE
Model: ECO
Additional information: Playset + Add-on swing + 
Picnic set
The Dougie House Eco play set complies with CE 
standards and is suitable for home use. The wood 
of the Dougie House Eco is natural Douglas fir 
wood. The floorboards have a thickness of 28 mm.

Including stairs + handrail, climbing wall, climbing
rope, set of handles,
Excluding roof triangles, Accessories and slide,

New in the packaging, but the outside of the wood
package is slightly damaged and possibly 
discolored on the outside (model 2020)
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

499€

125 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: DOUGIE HOUSE
Model: ECO
Additional information: Playset + Add-on swing + 
Picnic set
The Dougie House Eco play set complies with CE 
standards and is suitable for home use. The wood 
of the Dougie House Eco is natural Douglas fir 
wood. The floorboards have a thickness of 28 mm.

Including stairs + handrail, climbing wall, climbing
rope, set of handles,
Excluding roof triangles, Accessories and slide,

New in the packaging, but the outside of the wood

499€
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package is slightly damaged and possibly 
discolored on the outside (model 2020)
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

126 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: DOUGIE HOUSE
Model: ECO
Additional information: Playset + Add-on swing + 
Picnic set
The Dougie House Eco play set complies with CE 
standards and is suitable for home use. The wood 
of the Dougie House Eco is natural Douglas fir 
wood. The floorboards have a thickness of 28 mm.

Including stairs + handrail, climbing wall, climbing
rope, set of handles,
Excluding roof triangles, Accessories and slide,

New in the packaging, but the outside of the wood
package is slightly damaged and possibly 
discolored on the outside (model 2020)
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

499€

126 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: DOUGIE HOUSE
Model: ECO
Additional information: Playset + Add-on swing + 
Picnic set
The Dougie House Eco play set complies with CE 
standards and is suitable for home use. The wood 
of the Dougie House Eco is natural Douglas fir 
wood. The floorboards have a thickness of 28 mm.

Including stairs + handrail, climbing wall, climbing
rope, set of handles,
Excluding roof triangles, Accessories and slide,

499€
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New in the packaging, but the outside of the wood
package is slightly damaged and possibly 
discolored on the outside (model 2020)
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

128 Quantity: 1
Product category: Playground equipment
Brand: LOVT
Model: 134M
Additional information: with floor - Showroom 
model
This playhouse has the highest level of finishing of
all playground equipment in the playground 
equipment market. With the Lovt 134, safety 
comes first, so all small nooks and crannies are 
neatly concealed. Unique to this device is that you
have 4 inputs/outputs. Combine freely with up to 
4 add-on modules and an add-on swing, without 
compromising the width of this device. The 
Snuggly Lovt 134 L has been specially developed 
for narrow gardens and therefore only takes up a 
limited space due to the play options. The 
Snuggly Lovt 134 is designed and manufactured 
in Belgium.

The Snuggly Lovt 134 L is a play tower that is 
suitable for the smallest, but also for teenagers. 
Its unique height allows even adults to stand on 
the platform without bending over. This playset 
has a platform at the bottom and the roof is 
finished with boards from Swedish Rabat, so that 
light gaps are avoided due to the shrinking of the 
wood. By using the sustainable & selected 
Scandinavian spruce wood, this play tower only 
gets more beautiful with time. Furthermore, our 
planks are selected for strength, classified 
according to C qualities. For Snuggly this is not 
only a strength, but also an ideal of beauty, 
because there are fewer knots in the wood.

199€
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Discover the endless play possibilities that the 
Snuggly 134 has to offer. Make your own camp in 
the garden for your children thanks to the 
integrated floor at the bottom or create your own 
personal play paradise.

Swing seats, slides & other accessories are not 
included.

This is a showroom model, which is set up in the 
showroom.

Delivery only by appointment, possibly together 
with other purchased lots. Not possible during 
proposed release day !!!
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

129 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: LOVT
Model: HAUZ 134
Additional information: with floor & gates - 
Showroom model
This playhouse has the highest level of finishing of
all playground equipment in the playground 
equipment market. With the Lovt 134, safety 
comes first, so all small nooks and crannies are 
neatly concealed. Unique to this device is that you
have 4 inputs/outputs. Combine freely with up to 
4 add-on modules and an add-on swing, without 
compromising the width of this device. The 
Snuggly Lovt 134 L has been specially developed 
for narrow gardens and therefore only takes up a 
limited space due to the play options. The 
Snuggly Lovt 134 is designed and manufactured 
in Belgium.

The Snuggly Lovt 134 L is a play tower that is 
suitable for the smallest, but also for teenagers. 
Its unique height allows even adults to stand on 
the platform without bending over. At the bottom,

499€
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this playset has a platform and the roof is finished
with boards from Swedish Rabat, so that light 
gaps are avoided due to the shrinking of the 
wood. By using the sustainable & selected 
Scandinavian spruce wood, this play tower only 
gets more beautiful with time. Furthermore, our 
planks are selected for strength, classified 
according to C qualities. For Snuggly this is not 
only a strength, but also an ideal of beauty, 
because there are fewer knots in the wood.

Discover the endless play possibilities that the 
Snuggly 134 has to offer. Make your own camp in 
the garden for your children thanks to the 
integrated floor at the bottom or create your own 
personal play paradise.

Swing seats, slides & other accessories are not 
included.

This is a showroom model, which is set up in the 
showroom.

Delivery only by appointment, possibly together 
with other purchased lots. Not possible during 
proposed release day !!!
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

130 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: LOVT
Model: 134
Additional information: with sandbox without roof 
- Showroom model
This playhouse has the highest level of finishing of
all playground equipment in the playground 
equipment market. With the Lovt 134, safety 
comes first, so all small nooks and crannies are 
neatly concealed. Unique to this device is that you
have 4 inputs/outputs. Combine freely with up to 
4 add-on modules and an add-on swing, without 

299€
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compromising the width of this device. The 
Snuggly Lovt 134 L has been specially developed 
for narrow gardens and therefore only takes up a 
limited space due to the play options. The 
Snuggly Lovt 134 is designed and manufactured 
in Belgium.

The Snuggly Lovt 134 L is a play tower that is 
suitable for the smallest, but also for teenagers. 
Its unique height allows even adults to stand on 
the platform without bending over. This playset 
has a platform at the bottom and the roof is 
finished with boards from Swedish Rabat, so that 
light gaps are avoided due to the shrinking of the 
wood. By using the sustainable & selected 
Scandinavian spruce wood, this play tower only 
gets more beautiful with time. Furthermore, our 
planks are selected for strength, classified 
according to C qualities. For Snuggly this is not 
only a strength, but also an ideal of beauty, 
because there are fewer knots in the wood.

Discover the endless play possibilities that the 
Snuggly 134 has to offer. Make your own camp in 
the garden for your children thanks to the 
integrated floor at the bottom or create your own 
personal play paradise.

Swing seats & other accessories are not included.

This is a showroom model, which is set up in the 
showroom.

Delivery only by appointment, possibly together 
with other purchased lots. Not possible during 
proposed release day !!!
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused
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131 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: LOVT
Model: 134S
Additional information: half roof with sandbox & 
climbing slopes - Showroom model
This playhouse has the highest level of finishing of
all playground equipment in the playground 
equipment market. With the Lovt 134, safety 
comes first, so all small nooks and crannies are 
neatly concealed. Unique to this device is that you
have 4 inputs/outputs. Combine freely with up to 
4 add-on modules and an add-on swing, without 
compromising the width of this device. The 
Snuggly Lovt 134 L has been specially developed 
for narrow gardens and therefore only takes up a 
limited space due to the play options. The 
Snuggly Lovt 134 is designed and manufactured 
in Belgium.

The Snuggly Lovt 134 L is a play tower that is 
suitable for the smallest, but also for teenagers. 
Its unique height allows even adults to stand on 
the platform without bending over. This playset 
has a platform at the bottom and the roof is 
finished with boards from Swedish Rabat, so that 
light gaps are avoided due to the shrinking of the 
wood. By using the sustainable & selected 
Scandinavian spruce wood, this play tower only 
gets more beautiful with time. Furthermore, our 
planks are selected for strength, classified 
according to C qualities. For Snuggly this is not 
only a strength, but also an ideal of beauty, 
because there are fewer knots in the wood.

Discover the endless play possibilities that the 
Snuggly 134 has to offer. Make your own camp in 
the garden for your children thanks to the 
integrated floor at the bottom or create your own 
personal play paradise.

Swing seats & other accessories are not included.

This is a showroom model, which is set up in the 
showroom.

499€
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Delivery only by appointment, possibly together 
with other purchased lots. Not possible during 
proposed release day !!!
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

132 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: DOUGIE HOUSE
Model: GREEN
Additional information: with climbing ramp and 
slide - Showroom model
The play equipment Dougie House Green, 
complies with CE standards, and is suitable for 
home use. The wood of the Dougie House Green 
is naturally impregnated Douglas fir wood. The 
floorboards have a thickness of 28 mm.
Including stairs + handrail, climbing wall, climbing
rope, set of handles,
Exclusive Roof Triangles & Accessories,

This concerns a Showroom model, is set up in the 
show garden

Delivery only by appointment, possibly together 
with other purchased lots. Not possible during 
proposed release day !!!
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

499€

133 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: DREAMHOUSE
Model: DELUXE
Additional information: Dreamhouse Deluxe - 
Showroom model
With its fine finish, the Boisy Dreamhouse is the 
Rolls-Royce of play equipment. The log cabin 
profile walls of this playhouse are manufactured 

799€
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in our own workshop and are firmly anchored with
INOX nails. Thanks to a unique size of 197×226 
cm, this play tower is extremely suitable as a 
second (play) residence in the garden.

You can now spend a wonderful holiday in your 
own garden by simply installing a mattress and 
inviting playmates. In the morning, bring a 
delicious breakfast in the matching picnic set for 
unforgettable moments of bliss.

This playhouse, which resembles a garden house 
on legs, has the highest finish of all playground 
equipment on the market. At the Boisy 
Dreamhouse, safety comes first, so all small 
nooks and crannies are neatly concealed. 
Included as standard are the safe stairs with flat 
steps and handrails and a climbing ramp with 5 
colored stones.

The Boisy Dreamhouse is designed and 
manufactured in Belgium. The Boisy Dreamhouse 
is a play tower that is suitable for the smallest, 
but also for teenagers. Its unique height allows 
even adults to stand on the platform without 
bending over. At the bottom, this playset has a 
platform and the roof is finished with boards from 
Swedish Rabat, so that light gaps are avoided due
to the shrinking of the wood.

By using the sustainable & selected Scandinavian 
spruce wood, this play tower only gets more 
beautiful with time. Furthermore, our planks are 
selected for strength, classified according to C 
qualities. For this device, this is not only a 
strength, but also an ideal of beauty, because 
there are fewer knots in the wood.

Swing seats & other accessories are not included,

This is a showroom model - Is set up in the 
showroom

Delivery only by appointment, possibly together 
with other purchased lots. Not possible during 
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proposed release day !!!
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

134 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: CASCADE
Model: ECO 70
Additional information: A play set tailored to the 
smallest adventurers. The Blue Rabbit Cascade 
playset has everything you need to explore safely.
An easily accessible platform with a wide climbing
wall and a small slide. Version with posts of 70x70
cm.

Slide, add-on swing and accessories are not 
included

New in the package
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

199€

135 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: BLUE RABBIT
Model: PEGADO ECO
Additional information: (Douglas wood) with 
extension swing @Swing + Climbing ramp 
@Ramp

A large Eastern temple or a large hunting lodge 
with a lookout post? The Blue Rabbit Pagoda is 
everything you want it to be and more. An extra 
large sandbox provides plenty of space to dig, 
build sandcastles and fortresses. The more 
spacious play platform (140x160 cm) offers 
enough space to hold a real birthday party with all
the friends.

Attention slide and accessories are not included

299€
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New in the package
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

136 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: BLUE RABBIT
Model: LOOKOUT
Additional information: Can't decide between a 
playhouse or a playtower? Why choose when you 
can just have both. The Blue Rabbit Lookout is a 
versatile play set with a picturesque tower to whiz
down the slide and a cozy house on the side that 
your kids can turn into a shop for example. 
Thanks to the magnetic lock on the door, your 
children also have their own privacy and their own
space to develop their fantasy world.

Accessories, slides, attachments not included,

New in the package
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

199€

137 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: BLUE RABBIT
Model: BEACH HUT
Additional Information: The characteristic 
appearance of this Beach Hut is simply 
irresistible. This beautiful playground equipment 
with a beautiful balcony is guaranteed to provide 
years of fun. With a sandbox at the bottom, the 
children just have a private beach where they can
build the largest sand castles.

The Beach Hut has an access ladder and an extra 
opening that is ideal for expanding this basic 
tower with add-on elements. These can be 

199€
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ordered at the bottom of the accessories.

The difference with the Beach Hut 70 is that the 
posts of this playground equipment have the 
dimensions of 9 x 9 cm compared to the 7 x 7 cm 
with the Beach Hut 70.

In the photo but not included in this package 
Slide, Binoculars, Sandbox accessories, Climbing 
wall, swing attachment and all other accessories.

New in the package
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

138 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: BLUE RABBIT
Model: BEACH HUT
Additional information: with attachment swing 
@Swing

The characteristic appearance of this Beach Hut is
simply irresistible. This beautiful playground 
equipment with a beautiful balcony is guaranteed 
to provide years of fun. With a sandbox at the 
bottom, the children just have a private beach 
where they can build the largest sand castles. The
Beach Hut has an access ladder and an extra 
opening that is ideal for expanding this basic 
tower with add-on elements.

In the picture but not included in this package 
Slide, Binoculars, Sandbox accessories, Climbing 
wall and all other accessories.

New in the package
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

299€
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139 Quantity: 1
Product category: Playground equipment
Brand: BLUE RABBIT
Model: PAGODA
Additional information: The Pagoda play tower has
the largest platform of the entire Blue Rabbit 
range (140 cm x 160 cm) so that the children 
have enough space to play. The sandbox also 
offers enormous space for digging, baking and 
building. Due to its unique appearance, the 
Pagoda resembles an ancient Chinese temple in 
which hours of discovery and adventure can be 
experienced. The Pagoda has two entrances, one 
at the back (slanting ladder) and one at the front 
(vertical ladder). For extra fun, an extra module 
can also be placed at the front entrance,

In the picture but not included in this package 
Binoculars, Handlebar, Megaphone, chalkboard 
with clock, Telescope Star, Slide, Sandbox 
accessories, climbing slopes, swing attachment 
and all other accessories.

New in the package

Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

199€

140 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: BLUE RABBIT
Model: PAGODA
Additional information: with attachment swing 
@Swing

The Pagoda play tower has the largest platform of
the entire Blue Rabbit range (140 cm x 160 cm) 
so that the children have enough space to play. 
The sandbox also offers enormous space for 
digging, baking and building. Due to its unique 
appearance, the Pagoda resembles an ancient 
Chinese temple in which hours of discovery and 

249€
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adventure can be experienced. The Pagoda has 
two entrances, one at the back (sloping ladder) 
and one at the front (vertical ladder). For extra 
fun, an extra module can also be placed at the 
front entrance,

In the picture but not included in this package 
Binoculars, Handlebar, Megaphone, chalkboard 
with clock, Telescope Star, Slide, Sandbox 
accessories, climbing ramps, swing attachment 
and all other accessories.

New in the package
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

141 Quantity: 1
Product category: Playground equipment
Brand: BLUE RABBIT
Model: BELVEDERE
Additional information: Enjoy the view from this 
original-looking climbing tower. The steep walls 
give the Belvedere playground equipment its 
unique look, including a large climbing wall on the
side to get to the tower in a fun way.

Both the stairs and the slide opening (available as
an option) are front-facing, making it ideal for 
small gardens.

In the picture but not included in this package 
Slide, Rudder, Bell, Sandbox accessories, climbing
ramps, attachment swing and all other 
accessories

New in the package

Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

199€
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142 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: BLUE RABBIT
Model: PENTHOUSE
Additional information: This extra large climbing 
tower, with three platforms at different playing 
heights (60 cm, 120 cm and 150 cm), offers the 
ultimate play experience for both toddlers and 
slightly older children. They will love being given 
so many opportunities to let their imaginations 
run wild. Years of fun guaranteed! Each of the 
three platforms can be easily expanded with the 
desired attachments and accessories. You can 
order these at the bottom of the accessories.
There is only one size of this playset, because all 
different play heights are already covered in this 
playtower.

In the photo but not included in this package 
Megaphone, Telescope, Letterbox, Climbing frame
with ropes, Slide, Sandbox accessories, 
attachment swing and all other accessories

New in the package
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

299€

143 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: BLUE RABBIT
Model: PALAZZO
Additional information: The Blue Rabbit Palazzo is 
so big that your children will never get bored. It 
features a large platform with a side balcony and 
is connected to an enclosed cabin, which is 
perfect for hiding or snuggling in. Underneath is a 
huge sandbox and a seating area with a wooden 
floor and a bench that also serves as a storage 
area with a handy lid. You can enter the Palazzo 
from different sides or via the climbing wall on the
left. You can choose where to place the slide and 
expand the Palazzo even further with almost all 

499€
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Blue Rabbit modules.

Not included are all accessories, climbing slopes, 
attachment swings

New in the package

Niey interventions are all accessories and slide
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

144 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: BLUE RABBIT
Model: PALAZZO
Additional information: with attachment swing 
@Swing

The Blue Rabbit Palazzo is so big that your 
children will never get bored. It features a large 
platform with a side balcony and is connected to 
an enclosed cabin, which is perfect for hiding or 
snuggling in. Underneath is a huge sandbox and a
seating area with a wooden floor and a bench that
also serves as a storage area with a handy lid.

You can enter the Palazzo from different sides or 
via the climbing wall on the left. You can choose 
where to place the slide and expand the Palazzo 
even further with almost all Blue Rabbit modules.

Not included are all accessories, climbing slopes, 
attachment swings

New in the package

Niey interventions are all accessories and slide
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

599€
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145 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: BLUE RABBIT
Model: PALAZZO
Additional information: (Without wood package)
The Blue Rabbit Palazzo is so big that your 
children will never get bored. It features a large 
platform with a side balcony and is connected to 
an enclosed cabin, which is perfect for hiding or 
snuggling in. Underneath is a huge sandbox and a
seating area with a wooden floor and a bench that
also serves as a storage area with a handy lid.

You can enter the Palazzo from different sides or 
via the climbing wall on the left. You can choose 
where to place the slide and expand the Palazzo 
even further with almost all Blue Rabbit modules.

Not included are all accessories, climbing slopes, 
attachment swings

New in the packaging (without wood package)

Niey interventions are all accessories and slide
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

120€

145 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: BLUE RABBIT
Model: PALAZZO
Additional information: (Without wood package)
The Blue Rabbit Palazzo is so big that your 
children will never get bored. It features a large 
platform with a side balcony and is connected to 
an enclosed cabin, which is perfect for hiding or 
snuggling in. Underneath is a huge sandbox and a
seating area with a wooden floor and a bench that
also serves as a storage area with a handy lid.

You can enter the Palazzo from different sides or 
via the climbing wall on the left. You can choose 

120€
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where to place the slide and expand the Palazzo 
even further with almost all Blue Rabbit modules.

Not included are all accessories, climbing slopes, 
attachment swings

New in the packaging (without wood package)

Niey interventions are all accessories and slide
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

146 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: BLUE RABBIT
Model: PALAZZO
Additional information: (Without wood package)
The Blue Rabbit Palazzo is so big that your 
children will never get bored. It features a large 
platform with a side balcony and is connected to 
an enclosed cabin, which is perfect for hiding or 
snuggling in. Underneath is a huge sandbox and a
seating area with a wooden floor and a bench that
also serves as a storage area with a handy lid.

You can enter the Palazzo from different sides or 
via the climbing wall on the left. You can choose 
where to place the slide and expand the Palazzo 
even further with almost all Blue Rabbit modules.

Not included are all accessories, climbing slopes, 
attachment swings

New in the packaging (without wood package)

Niey interventions are all accessories and slide
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

120€
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146 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: BLUE RABBIT
Model: PALAZZO
Additional information: (Without wood package)
The Blue Rabbit Palazzo is so big that your 
children will never get bored. It features a large 
platform with a side balcony and is connected to 
an enclosed cabin, which is perfect for hiding or 
snuggling in. Underneath is a huge sandbox and a
seating area with a wooden floor and a bench that
also serves as a storage area with a handy lid.

You can enter the Palazzo from different sides or 
via the climbing wall on the left. You can choose 
where to place the slide and expand the Palazzo 
even further with almost all Blue Rabbit modules.

Not included are all accessories, climbing slopes, 
attachment swings

New in the packaging (without wood package)

Niey interventions are all accessories and slide
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

120€

147 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: BLUE RABBIT
Model: LOOKOUT
Additional information: (Without wood package)
Can't decide between a playhouse or a playtower?
Why choose when you can just have both. The 
Blue Rabbit Lookout is a versatile play set with a 
picturesque tower to whiz down the slide and a 
cozy house on the side that your kids can turn 
into a shop for example. Thanks to the magnetic 
lock on the door, your children also have their 
own privacy and their own space to develop their 
fantasy world.

70€
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Accessories, slides, attachments not included,

New in the packaging (Without wood package)
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

147 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: BLUE RABBIT
Model: LOOKOUT
Additional information: (Without wood package)
Can't decide between a playhouse or a playtower?
Why choose when you can just have both. The 
Blue Rabbit Lookout is a versatile play set with a 
picturesque tower to whiz down the slide and a 
cozy house on the side that your kids can turn 
into a shop for example. Thanks to the magnetic 
lock on the door, your children also have their 
own privacy and their own space to develop their 
fantasy world.

Accessories, slides, attachments not included,

New in the packaging (Without wood package)
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

70€

148 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: BLUE RABBIT
Model: LOOKOUT
Additional information: (Without wood package)
Can't decide between a playhouse or a playtower?
Why choose when you can just have both. The 
Blue Rabbit Lookout is a versatile play set with a 
picturesque tower to whiz down the slide and a 
cozy house on the side that your kids can turn 
into a shop for example. Thanks to the magnetic 
lock on the door, your children also have their 
own privacy and their own space to develop their 

70€
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fantasy world.

Accessories, slides, attachments not included,

New in the packaging (Without wood package)
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

148 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: BLUE RABBIT
Model: LOOKOUT
Additional information: (Without wood package)
Can't decide between a playhouse or a playtower?
Why choose when you can just have both. The 
Blue Rabbit Lookout is a versatile play set with a 
picturesque tower to whiz down the slide and a 
cozy house on the side that your kids can turn 
into a shop for example. Thanks to the magnetic 
lock on the door, your children also have their 
own privacy and their own space to develop their 
fantasy world.

Accessories, slides, attachments not included,

New in the packaging (Without wood package)
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

70€

149 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: SNUGGLY
Additional information: Snuggly Via Action Playset
with attachment swing

Playset Via Action is a fun, solid and simple device
with an add-on swing as standard to guarantee 
extra fun that the kids can enjoy for years to 
come.

299€
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Playground equipment Via Action has been in the 
top five of the best-selling playground equipment 
for years. The standard add-on swing and the 
excellent price-quality ratio make the Action 
playhouse particularly popular with families.

Playset Via Action has a platform height of 150 
cm, which means that a slide of 300 cm is 
required. However, this slide is not included as 
standard with this playground equipment.

Snuggly playground equipment meets the CE 
standard. Wood is impregnated and meets the 
KOMO requirements, which means that it is 
protected against mold and wood rot for a longer 
period of time.

Exclusive accessories and slide 300 cm

New in the box (Model 2020)
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

150 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: PLAY&SUN S
Additional information: (Half Roof)

The Play & Sun play tower has a large platform at 
a height of 150 cm, so that the children have 
enough space to play. Due to its unique 
appearance, the Play & Sun resembles an ancient 
Chinese temple in which hours of discovery and 
adventure can be experienced.
The Play & Sun has 3 entrances, one on the side 
and two on the front. Swing seats, slides & other 
accessories are not included,

Dimensions Play & Sun S 158 x 200 cm

New in packaging, stacked on pallet.

499€
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Delivery only by appointment, possibly together 
with other purchased lots. Not possible during 
proposed release day !!!
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

151 Quantity: 1
Product category: Playground equipment
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: PLAY&SUN M
Additional information: (Half Roof)

The Play & Sun play tower has a large platform at 
a height of 150 cm, so that the children have 
enough space to play. Due to its unique 
appearance, the Play & Sun resembles an ancient 
Chinese temple in which hours of discovery and 
adventure can be experienced.
The Play & Sun has 3 entrances, one on the side 
and two on the front. Swing seats, slides & other 
accessories are not included,

Dimensions Play & Sun S 178 x 200 cm

New in packaging, stacked on pallet.

Delivery only by appointment, possibly together 
with other purchased lots. Not possible during 
proposed release day !!!
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

499€

152 Quantity: 1
Product category: Playground equipment
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: PLAY&SUN S
Additional information: The Play & Sun play tower 
has a large platform at 150 cm height, so that the
children have enough space to play. Due to its 

499€
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unique appearance, the Play & Sun resembles an 
ancient Chinese temple in which hours of 
discovery and adventure can be experienced.
The Play & Sun has 3 entrances, one on the side 
and two on the front. Swing seats, slides & other 
accessories are not included,

Dimensions Play & Sun S 158 x 200 cm

New in packaging, stacked on pallet.

Delivery only by appointment, possibly together 
with other purchased lots. Not possible during 
proposed release day !!!
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

153 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playground Equipment
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: PLAY&SUN M
Additional information: The Play & Sun play tower 
has a large platform at 150 cm height, so that the
children have enough space to play. Due to its 
unique appearance, the Play & Sun resembles an 
ancient Chinese temple in which hours of 
discovery and adventure can be experienced.
The Play & Sun has 3 entrances, one on the side 
and two on the front. Swing seats, slides & other 
accessories are not included,

Dimensions Play & Sun S 178 x 200 cm

New in packaging, stacked on pallet.

Delivery only by appointment, possibly together 
with other purchased lots. Not possible during 
proposed release day !!!
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

499€
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154 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playhouse
Brand: BOISY SUNNY
Model: SIDE M
Additional information: The Boisy Sunny Side M 
belongs to the crème de la crème of playground 
equipment with its high quality finish. The walls of
this playhouse are made in our own workshop and
are firmly anchored with INOX nails. Thanks to a 
unique size of 177 x 200 cm, this play tower is 
extremely suitable as a second residence in the 
garden.

You can now spend a wonderful holiday in your 
own garden by simply installing a mattress and 
inviting playmates. In the morning, bring a 
delicious breakfast in the matching picnic set for 
unforgettable moments of bliss.

This playhouse, which resembles a garden house 
on legs, has the highest finish of all playground 
equipment on the market. With the Boisy Sunny 
Side M, safety comes first, so all small corners 
and edges are neatly concealed. Included as 
standard are the safe stairs with flat steps and 
handrails and a climbing ramp with 5 colored 
stones. The Boisy Sunny Side M is designed and 
manufactured in Belgium.

The Boisy Sunny Side M is a play tower that is 
suitable for the smallest, but certainly also for 
teenagers. Its unique height allows even adults to 
stand on the platform without bending over. This 
playset has a platform at the bottom and the roof 
is finished with boards from Swedish Rabat, so 
that light gaps are avoided due to the shrinking of
the wood.

By using the sustainable & selected Scandinavian 
spruce wood, this play tower only gets more 
beautiful with time. Furthermore, our planks are 
selected for strength, classified according to C 
qualities. For this device this is not only a 
strength, but also an ideal of beauty, because 
there are fewer knots in the wood.

799€
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Swing seats, slides & other accessories are not 
included,

New in the package

Delivery only by appointment, possibly together 
with other purchased lots. Not possible during 
proposed release day !!!
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

155 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playhouse
Brand: BOISSY SUNNY
Model: SIDE M
Additional information: with add-on swing Swing 
250
The Boisy Sunny Side M belongs to the crème de 
la crème of playground equipment with its high 
level of finish. The walls of this playhouse are 
made in our own workshop and are firmly 
anchored with INOX nails. Thanks to a unique size 
of 177 x 200 cm, this play tower is extremely 
suitable as a second residence in the garden.

You can now spend a wonderful holiday in your 
own garden by simply installing a mattress and 
inviting playmates. In the morning, bring a 
delicious breakfast in the matching picnic set for 
unforgettable moments of bliss.

This playhouse, which resembles a garden house 
on legs, has the highest finish of all playground 
equipment on the market. With the Boisy Sunny 
Side M, safety comes first, so all small corners 
and edges are neatly concealed. Included as 
standard are the safe stairs with flat steps and 
handrails and a climbing ramp with 5 colored 
stones. The Boisy Sunny Side M is designed and 
manufactured in Belgium.

899€
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The Boisy Sunny Side M is a play tower that is 
suitable for the smallest, but certainly also for 
teenagers. Its unique height allows even adults to 
stand on the platform without bending over. This 
playset has a platform at the bottom and the roof 
is finished with boards from Swedish Rabat, so 
that light gaps are avoided due to the shrinking of
the wood.

By using the sustainable & selected Scandinavian 
spruce wood, this play tower only gets more 
beautiful with time. Furthermore, our planks are 
selected for strength, classified according to C 
qualities. For this device this is not only a 
strength, but also an ideal of beauty, because 
there are fewer knots in the wood.

Swing seats, slides & other accessories are not 
included,

New in the package

Delivery only by appointment, possibly together 
with other purchased lots. Not possible during 
proposed release day !!!
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

156 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playhouse
Brand: BOISSY SUNNY
Model: SIDE L
Additional information: The Boisy Sunny Side L 
(20cm wider than the M version) belongs to the 
crème de la crème of playground equipment with 
its high finish. The walls of this playhouse are 
made in our own workshop and are firmly 
anchored with INOX nails. Thanks to a unique size 
of 197×200 cm, this play tower is extremely 
suitable as a second (play) residence in the 
garden.

799€
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You can now spend a wonderful holiday in your 
own garden by simply installing a mattress and 
inviting playmates. In the morning, bring a 
delicious breakfast in the matching picnic set for 
unforgettable moments of bliss.

This playhouse, which resembles a garden house 
on legs, has the highest finish of all playground 
equipment on the market. With the Boisy Sunny 
Side L, safety comes first, so all small corners and
edges are neatly concealed. Included as standard 
are the safe stairs with flat steps and handrails 
and a climbing ramp with 5 colored stones. The 
Boisy Sunny Side L is designed and manufactured 
in Belgium.

The Boisy Sunny Side L is a play tower that is 
suitable for the smallest, but certainly also for 
teenagers. Its unique height allows even adults to 
stand on the platform without bending over. This 
playset has a platform at the bottom and the roof 
is finished with boards from Swedish Rabat, so 
that light gaps are avoided due to the shrinking of
the wood.

By using the sustainable & selected Scandinavian 
spruce wood, this play tower only gets more 
beautiful with time. Furthermore, our planks are 
selected for strength, classified according to C 
qualities. For this device, this is not only a 
strength, but also an ideal of beauty, because 
there are fewer knots in the wood.

Swing seats, slides & other accessories are not 
included

New in the package

Delivery only by appointment, possibly together 
with other purchased lots. Not possible during 
proposed release day !!!
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused
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157 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playhouse
Brand: BOISSY SUNNY
Model: SIDE L
Additional information: with swing attachment 
Swing 250
The Boisy Sunny Side L (20cm wider than the M 
version) belongs to the crème de la crème of 
playground equipment with its high finish. The 
walls of this playhouse are made in our own 
workshop and are firmly anchored with INOX 
nails. Thanks to a unique size of 197×200 cm, this
play tower is extremely suitable as a second 
(play) residence in the garden.

You can now spend a wonderful holiday in your 
own garden by simply installing a mattress and 
inviting playmates. In the morning, bring a 
delicious breakfast in the matching picnic set for 
unforgettable moments of bliss.

This playhouse, which resembles a garden house 
on legs, has the highest finish of all playground 
equipment on the market. With the Boisy Sunny 
Side L, safety comes first, so all small corners and
edges are neatly concealed. Included as standard 
are the safe stairs with flat steps and handrails 
and a climbing ramp with 5 colored stones. The 
Boisy Sunny Side L is designed and manufactured 
in Belgium.

The Boisy Sunny Side L is a play tower that is 
suitable for the smallest, but certainly also for 
teenagers. Its unique height allows even adults to 
stand on the platform without bending over. This 
playset has a platform at the bottom and the roof 
is finished with boards from Swedish Rabat, so 
that light gaps are avoided due to the shrinking of
the wood.

By using the sustainable & selected Scandinavian 
spruce wood, this play tower only gets more 

899€
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beautiful with time. Furthermore, our planks are 
selected for strength, classified according to C 
qualities. For this device, this is not only a 
strength, but also an ideal of beauty, because 
there are fewer knots in the wood.

Swing seats, slides & other accessories are not 
included

New in the package

Delivery only by appointment, possibly together 
with other purchased lots. Not possible during 
proposed release day !!!
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

158 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playhouse
Brand: BOISY
Model: DREAMHOUSE
Extra information: With its fine finish, the Boisy 
Dreamhouse is the Rolls-Royce of play equipment.
The log cabin profile walls of this playhouse are 
manufactured in our own workshop and are firmly
anchored with INOX nails. Thanks to a unique size 
of 197×226 cm, this play tower is extremely 
suitable as a second (play) residence in the 
garden.

You can now spend a wonderful holiday in your 
own garden by simply installing a mattress and 
inviting playmates. In the morning, bring a 
delicious breakfast in the matching picnic set for 
unforgettable moments of bliss.

This playhouse, which resembles a garden house 
on legs, has the highest finish of all playground 
equipment on the market. At the Boisy 
Dreamhouse, safety comes first, so all small 
nooks and crannies are neatly concealed. 
Included as standard are the safe stairs with flat 

999€
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steps and handrails and a climbing ramp with 5 
colored stones.

The Boisy Dreamhouse is designed and 
manufactured in Belgium. The Boisy Dreamhouse 
is a play tower that is suitable for the smallest, 
but also for teenagers. Its unique height allows 
even adults to stand on the platform without 
bending over. This playset has a platform at the 
bottom and the roof is finished with boards from 
Swedish Rabat, so that light gaps are avoided due
to the shrinking of the wood.

By using the sustainable & selected Scandinavian 
spruce wood, this play tower only gets more 
beautiful with time. Furthermore, our planks are 
selected for strength, classified according to C 
qualities. For this device, this is not only a 
strength, but also an ideal of beauty, because 
there are fewer knots in the wood.

Swing seats, slides & other accessories are not 
included,

New in the package

Delivery only by appointment, possibly together 
with other purchased lots. Not possible during 
proposed release day !!!
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

159 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Playhouse
Brand: BOISY
Model: DREAMHOUSE
Additional information: with swing attachment 
Swing 250
With its fine finish, the Boisy Dreamhouse is the 
Rolls-Royce of play equipment. The log cabin 
profile walls of this playhouse are manufactured 
in our own workshop and are firmly anchored with

1.099€
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INOX nails. Thanks to a unique size of 197×226 
cm, this play tower is extremely suitable as a 
second (play) residence in the garden.

You can now spend a wonderful holiday in your 
own garden by simply installing a mattress and 
inviting playmates. In the morning, bring a 
delicious breakfast in the matching picnic set for 
unforgettable moments of bliss.

This playhouse, which resembles a garden house 
on legs, has the highest finish of all playground 
equipment on the market. At the Boisy 
Dreamhouse, safety comes first, so all small 
nooks and crannies are neatly concealed. 
Included as standard are the safe stairs with flat 
steps and handrails and a climbing ramp with 5 
colored stones.

The Boisy Dreamhouse is designed and 
manufactured in Belgium. The Boisy Dreamhouse 
is a play tower that is suitable for the smallest, 
but also for teenagers. Its unique height allows 
even adults to stand on the platform without 
bending over. This playset has a platform at the 
bottom and the roof is finished with boards from 
Swedish Rabat, so that light gaps are avoided due
to the shrinking of the wood.

By using the sustainable & selected Scandinavian 
spruce wood, this play tower only gets more 
beautiful with time. Furthermore, our planks are 
selected for strength, classified according to C 
qualities. For this device, this is not only a 
strength, but also an ideal of beauty, because 
there are fewer knots in the wood.

Swing seats, slides & other accessories are not 
included,

New in the package

Delivery only by appointment, possibly together 
with other purchased lots. Not possible during 
proposed release day !!!
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Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

160 Quantity: 1
Product category: Add-on swing
Brand: BLUE RABBIT
Model: SWING
Additional information: Avoid the dilemma 
between a playset or a freestanding swing by 
simply adding the @Swing to your favorite 
playset. This classic combination provides enough
variety for your children. Choose some nice 
accessories to hang on the swing and your child's 
fun is endless.

The metal connections are the strongest on the 
market today. Together with the wood measuring 
9 x 9 cm, this add-on swing stands very firmly on 
its legs. The wood of the crossbar also has a 
thickness of 9 x 9 cm.

Swing accessories not included,

New in packaging, wood may show longitudinal 
cracks.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

79€

160 Quantity: 1
Product category: Add-on swing
Brand: BLUE RABBIT
Model: SWING
Additional information: Avoid the dilemma 
between a playset or a freestanding swing by 
simply adding the @Swing to your favorite 
playset. This classic combination provides enough
variety for your children. Choose some nice 
accessories to hang on the swing and your child's 
fun is endless.

79€
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The metal connections are the strongest on the 
market today. Together with the wood measuring 
9 x 9 cm, this add-on swing stands very firmly on 
its legs. The wood of the crossbar also has a 
thickness of 9 x 9 cm.

Swing accessories not included,

New in packaging, wood may show longitudinal 
cracks.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

161 Quantity: 1
Product category: Add-on swing
Brand: BLUE RABBIT
Model: SWING
Additional information: Avoid the dilemma 
between a playset or a freestanding swing by 
simply adding the @Swing to your favorite 
playset. This classic combination provides enough
variety for your children. Choose some nice 
accessories to hang on the swing and your child's 
fun is endless.

The metal connections are the strongest on the 
market today. Together with the wood measuring 
9 x 9 cm, this add-on swing stands very firmly on 
its legs. The wood of the crossbar also has a 
thickness of 9 x 9 cm.

Swing accessories not included,

New in packaging, wood may show longitudinal 
cracks.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

79€
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161 Quantity: 1
Product category: Add-on swing
Brand: BLUE RABBIT
Model: SWING
Additional information: Avoid the dilemma 
between a playset or a freestanding swing by 
simply adding the @Swing to your favorite 
playset. This classic combination provides enough
variety for your children. Choose some nice 
accessories to hang on the swing and your child's 
fun is endless.

The metal connections are the strongest on the 
market today. Together with the wood measuring 
9 x 9 cm, this add-on swing stands very firmly on 
its legs. The wood of the crossbar also has a 
thickness of 9 x 9 cm.

Swing accessories not included,

New in packaging, wood may show longitudinal 
cracks.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

79€

162 Quantity: 1
Product category: Add-on swing
Brand: SNUGGLY&BOISY
Model: SWING DELUXE 250
Additional information: (for 2 swing seats)
The Snuggly Swing Deluxe is an incredibly strong 
& sturdy add-on swing, so much fun that you 
won't want to take it off. Your children will swing 
through their childhood with a smile on this 
beautiful playground set, designed and 
manufactured in Belgium.

The Snuggly Swing Deluxe add-on swing is made 
of sturdy square posts (8.8 x 8.8 cm) with 
rounded corners, to ensure the safety for your 
children. The swing poles are not inserted into the
ground, but anchored with specially made ground 

79€
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anchors. The horizontal swing beam of 8.8 x 8.8 
cm with 4 swing hooks.

Swing accessories not included.

New in packaging, wood may show longitudinal 
cracks.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

163 Quantity: 1
Product category: Add-on swing
Brand: SNUGGLY&BOISY
Model: SWING DELUXE 300
Additional information: (for 2 swing seats or 1 
swing seat + 1 swing nest)
The Snuggly Swing Deluxe is an incredibly strong 
& sturdy add-on swing, so much fun that you 
won't want to take it off. Your children will swing 
through their childhood with a smile on this 
beautiful playground set, designed and 
manufactured in Belgium.

The Snuggly Swing Deluxe add-on swing is made 
of sturdy square posts (8.8 x 8.8 cm) with 
rounded corners, to ensure the safety for your 
children. The swing poles are not inserted into the
ground, but anchored with specially made ground 
anchors. The horizontal swing beam of 8.8 x 8.8 
cm with 4 swing hooks.

Swing accessories not included.

New in packaging, wood may show longitudinal 
cracks.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

79€
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164 Quantity: 1
Product category: Add-on swing
Brand: SNUGGLY&BOISY
Model: XTENSION 300
Additional information: (for 2 swing seats or 1 
swing seat + 1 swing nest)
The Snuggly Extension Swing Xtension is a 
wooden swing of the highest quality and a 
particularly beautiful design. The Snuggly 
Xtension fits well in tight and adventurous 
gardens. With its azure blue metal connections, 
the device blends seamlessly into the design of 
your outdoor space. Your children will swing 
through their childhood with a smile on this 
beautiful playground set, designed and 
manufactured in Belgium.

The add-on swing is space-saving and 
maintenance-friendly, because it is built with only 
1 vertical beams, which are firmly anchored in the
ground. The horizontal swing beam of 12 x 12 cm 
with 4 swing hooks.

Swing accessories not included.

New in packaging, wood may show longitudinal 
cracks.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

129€

165 Quantity: 1
Product category: Add-on swing
Brand: SNUGGLY&BOISY
Model: XTENSION 360
Additional information: (for 3 swing seats)
The Snuggly Extension Swing Xtension is a 
wooden swing of the highest quality and a 
particularly beautiful design. The Snuggly 
Xtension fits well in tight and adventurous 
gardens. With its azure blue metal connections, 
the device blends seamlessly into the design of 
your outdoor space. Your children will swing 

139€
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through their childhood with a smile on this 
beautiful playground set, designed and 
manufactured in Belgium.

The add-on swing is space-saving and 
maintenance-friendly, because it is built with only 
1 vertical beams, which are firmly anchored in the
ground. The horizontal swing beam of 12 x 12 cm 
with 6 swing hooks.

Swing accessories not included.

New in packaging, wood may show longitudinal 
cracks.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

166 Quantity: 1
Product category: Add-on swing
Brand: SNUGGLY&BOISY
Model: XTENSION 420
Additional information: (for 3 swing seats or 2 
swing seats + 1 swing nest)
The Snuggly Extension Swing Xtension is a 
wooden swing of the highest quality and a 
particularly beautiful design. The Snuggly 
Xtension fits well in tight and adventurous 
gardens. With its azure blue metal connections, 
the device blends seamlessly into the design of 
your outdoor space. Your children will swing 
through their childhood with a smile on this 
beautiful playground set, designed and 
manufactured in Belgium.

The attachment swing is space-saving and 
maintenance-friendly, because it is built with only 
1 vertical beams, which are firmly anchored in the
ground. The horizontal swing beam of 12 x 12 cm 
with 6 swing hooks.

Swing accessories not included.

149€
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New in packaging, wood may show longitudinal 
cracks.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

167 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Picnic Set
Brand: DOUGIE
Model: GREEN
Additional information: Have a nice picnic with 
your friends with your own picnic set! The picnic 
set is made of Douglas wood and consists of a 
100 cm bench with a backrest, a 100 cm bench 
without a backrest and a 80 cm table.

Dimensions bench (with backrest) 100 cm (width)
Bench size (without backrest) 100 cm (width)
Table size 80 cm (width)
Blade height 80 cm
Wood type Douglas
Finish wood impregnated green
    
New in box, warehouse location

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

79€

167 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Picnic Set
Brand: DOUGIE
Model: GREEN
Additional information: Have a nice picnic with 
your friends with your own picnic set! The picnic 
set is made of Douglas wood and consists of a 
100 cm bench with a backrest, a 100 cm bench 
without a backrest and a 80 cm table.

Dimensions bench (with backrest) 100 cm (width)
Bench size (without backrest) 100 cm (width)

79€
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Table size 80 cm (width)
Blade height 80 cm
Wood type Douglas
Finish wood impregnated green
    
New in box, warehouse location

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

168 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Picnic Set
Brand: DOUGIE
Model: GREEN
Additional information: Have a nice picnic with 
your friends with your own picnic set! The picnic 
set is made of Douglas wood and consists of a 
100 cm bench with a backrest, a 100 cm bench 
without a backrest and a 80 cm table.

Dimensions bench (with backrest) 100 cm (width)
Bench size (without backrest) 100 cm (width)
Table size 80 cm (width)
Blade height 80 cm
Wood type Douglas
Finish wood impregnated green
    
New in box, warehouse location

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

79€
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168 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Picnic Set
Brand: DOUGIE
Model: GREEN
Additional information: Have a nice picnic with 
your friends with your own picnic set! The picnic 
set is made of Douglas wood and consists of a 
100 cm bench with a backrest, a 100 cm bench 
without a backrest and a 80 cm table.

Dimensions bench (with backrest) 100 cm (width)
Bench size (without backrest) 100 cm (width)
Table size 80 cm (width)
Blade height 80 cm
Wood type Douglas
Finish wood impregnated green
    
New in box, warehouse location

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

79€

170 Quantity: 1
Product category: Jungle gym
Brand: BRIDGE LINK
Additional information: A safe, strong connection 
to convert 2 wooden play equipment into a small 
play village.

The Bridge Link walkway is a wonderful way to 
combine two Jungle Gym wooden playground 
equipment, easy to assemble and safe to use. The
flexible nature of the Jungle Bridge teaches 
children to focus and coordinate as they move 
from one wooden playset to another. The included
Safety Mesh attached to each side gives you 
peace of mind while your kids have the time of 
their lives on the wooden climbing frame.

New in the package
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg

99€
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Condition: Unused

170 Quantity: 1
Product category: Jungle gym
Brand: BRIDGE LINK
Additional information: A safe, strong connection 
to convert 2 wooden play equipment into a small 
play village.

The Bridge Link walkway is a wonderful way to 
combine two Jungle Gym wooden playground 
equipment, easy to assemble and safe to use. The
flexible nature of the Jungle Bridge teaches 
children to focus and coordinate as they move 
from one wooden playset to another. The included
Safety Mesh attached to each side gives you 
peace of mind while your kids have the time of 
their lives on the wooden climbing frame.

New in the package
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

99€

171 Quantity: 1
Product category: Jungle gym
Brand: BRIDGE LINK
Additional information: A safe, strong connection 
to convert 2 wooden play equipment into a small 
play village.

The Bridge Link walkway is a wonderful way to 
combine two Jungle Gym wooden playground 
equipment, easy to assemble and safe to use. The
flexible nature of the Jungle Bridge teaches 
children to focus and coordinate as they move 
from one wooden playset to another. The included
Safety Mesh attached to each side gives you 
peace of mind while your kids have the time of 
their lives on the wooden climbing frame.

99€
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New in the package
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

171 Quantity: 1
Product category: Jungle gym
Brand: BRIDGE LINK
Additional information: A safe, strong connection 
to convert 2 wooden play equipment into a small 
play village.

The Bridge Link walkway is a wonderful way to 
combine two Jungle Gym wooden playground 
equipment, easy to assemble and safe to use. The
flexible nature of the Jungle Bridge teaches 
children to focus and coordinate as they move 
from one wooden playset to another. The included
Safety Mesh attached to each side gives you 
peace of mind while your kids have the time of 
their lives on the wooden climbing frame.

New in the package
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

99€

172 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Two Piece Baby Seat
Brand: .
Additional information: Black with black ropes.
A nice baby seat with black hanging ropes with 
the following properties

injection molded PP
separate T-piece and safety strap
suspension rings and shafts in galvanized steel
black PP plastic welding as rope connection
black PP ropes
age < 36 months
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

10€
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172 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Two Piece Baby Seat
Brand: .
Additional information: Black with black ropes.
A nice baby seat with black hanging ropes with 
the following properties

injection molded PP
separate T-piece and safety strap
suspension rings and shafts in galvanized steel
black PP plastic welding as rope connection
black PP ropes
age < 36 months
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

173 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Two Piece Baby Seat
Brand: .
Additional information: Black with black ropes.
A nice baby seat with black hanging ropes with 
the following properties

injection molded PP
separate T-piece and safety strap
suspension rings and shafts in galvanized steel
black PP plastic welding as rope connection
black PP ropes
age < 36 months
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

10€
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173 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Two Piece Baby Seat
Brand: .
Additional information: Black with black ropes.
A nice baby seat with black hanging ropes with 
the following properties

injection molded PP
separate T-piece and safety strap
suspension rings and shafts in galvanized steel
black PP plastic welding as rope connection
black PP ropes
age < 36 months
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

174 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Two Piece Baby Seat
Brand: .
Additional information: Rose with black ropes.
A nice baby seat with black hanging ropes with 
the following properties

injection molded PP
separate T-piece and safety strap
suspension rings and shafts in galvanized steel
black PP plastic welding as rope connection
black PP ropes
age < 36 months
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

174 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Two Piece Baby Seat
Brand: .
Additional information: Rose with black ropes.
A nice baby seat with black hanging ropes with 
the following properties

injection molded PP

10€
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separate T-piece and safety strap
suspension rings and shafts in galvanized steel
black PP plastic welding as rope connection
black PP ropes
age < 36 months
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

175 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Two Piece Baby Seat
Brand: .
Additional information: Rose with black ropes.
A nice baby seat with black hanging ropes with 
the following properties

injection molded PP
separate T-piece and safety strap
suspension rings and shafts in galvanized steel
black PP plastic welding as rope connection
black PP ropes
age < 36 months
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

175 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Two Piece Baby Seat
Brand: .
Additional information: Rose with black ropes.
A nice baby seat with black hanging ropes with 
the following properties

injection molded PP
separate T-piece and safety strap
suspension rings and shafts in galvanized steel
black PP plastic welding as rope connection
black PP ropes
age < 36 months
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

10€
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176 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Two Piece Baby Seat
Brand: .
Additional information: Azure with black ropes
A nice baby seat with black hanging ropes with 
the following properties

injection molded PP
separate T-piece and safety strap
suspension rings and shafts in galvanized steel
black PP plastic welding as rope connection
black PP ropes
age < 36 months
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

176 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Two Piece Baby Seat
Brand: .
Additional information: Azure with black ropes
A nice baby seat with black hanging ropes with 
the following properties

injection molded PP
separate T-piece and safety strap
suspension rings and shafts in galvanized steel
black PP plastic welding as rope connection
black PP ropes
age < 36 months
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

10€
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177 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Two Piece Baby Seat
Brand: .
Additional information: Azure with black ropes
A nice baby seat with black hanging ropes with 
the following properties

injection molded PP
separate T-piece and safety strap
suspension rings and shafts in galvanized steel
black PP plastic welding as rope connection
black PP ropes
age < 36 months
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

177 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Two Piece Baby Seat
Brand: .
Additional information: Azure with black ropes
A nice baby seat with black hanging ropes with 
the following properties

injection molded PP
separate T-piece and safety strap
suspension rings and shafts in galvanized steel
black PP plastic welding as rope connection
black PP ropes
age < 36 months
Weight category: 0 to 23 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

178 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Swing Nest
Brand: KBT
Model: SWIBEE
Additional information: Green

A beautiful nest swing in beautiful blue-black or 
green-black colours. You can play hard in this 

10€
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swing and have a quiet siesta after a tiring day of 
play.

    PE seat with meshes in water-repellent fabric
    black braided rope with black PP plastic splices
    adjustable rope length from 1.90 to 2.5 meters
    delivered unassembled in compact colored box

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

178 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Swing Nest
Brand: KBT
Model: SWIBEE
Additional information: Green

A beautiful nest swing in beautiful blue-black or 
green-black colours. You can play hard in this 
swing and have a quiet siesta after a tiring day of 
play.

    PE seat with meshes in water-repellent fabric
    black braided rope with black PP plastic splices
    adjustable rope length from 1.90 to 2.5 meters
    delivered unassembled in compact colored box

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

179 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Swing Nest
Brand: KBT
Model: SWIBEE
Additional information: Green

A beautiful nest swing in beautiful blue-black or 
green-black colours. You can play hard in this 
swing and have a quiet siesta after a tiring day of 
play.

10€
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    PE seat with meshes in water-repellent fabric
    black braided rope with black PP plastic splices
    adjustable rope length from 1.90 to 2.5 meters
    delivered unassembled in compact colored box

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

179 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Swing Nest
Brand: KBT
Model: SWIBEE
Additional information: Green

A beautiful nest swing in beautiful blue-black or 
green-black colours. You can play hard in this 
swing and have a quiet siesta after a tiring day of 
play.

    PE seat with meshes in water-repellent fabric
    black braided rope with black PP plastic splices
    adjustable rope length from 1.90 to 2.5 meters
    delivered unassembled in compact colored box

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

180 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Swing Nest
Brand: KBT
Model: WINKOH
Additional information: Dark green
Do you stretch out on the Winkoh nest swing or 
do you go together? With a maximum load 
capacity of 150 kg, the KBT Winkoh nest swing 
can handle a lot! Striking about the KBT nest 
swing Winkoh is the water-repellent fabric with a 
pattern in different shades of green. The Winkoh 
nest swing is suitable for swing frames with a 

10€
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height between 200 and 240 cm. The black rope 
of the nest swing is adjustable in height and the 
rope connections are placed 680 mm apart. The 
swing is delivered unassembled in a brightly 
colored and compact box with clear assembly 
instructions.

Water repellent fabric
Black Braided Rope With PP Plastic Splicing
Diameter 1001mm.
Weight 4.8 kg.
Maximum loadable weight 150 kg
Suitable for frames with a height of 200-240 cm
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

180 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Swing Nest
Brand: KBT
Model: WINKOH
Additional information: Dark green
Do you stretch out on the Winkoh nest swing or 
do you go together? With a maximum load 
capacity of 150 kg, the KBT Winkoh nest swing 
can handle a lot! Striking about the KBT nest 
swing Winkoh is the water-repellent fabric with a 
pattern in different shades of green. The Winkoh 
nest swing is suitable for swing frames with a 
height between 200 and 240 cm. The black rope 
of the nest swing is adjustable in height and the 
rope connections are placed 680 mm apart. The 
swing is delivered unassembled in a brightly 
colored and compact box with clear assembly 
instructions.

Water repellent fabric
Black Braided Rope With PP Plastic Splicing
Diameter 1001mm.
Weight 4.8 kg.
Maximum loadable weight 150 kg
Suitable for frames with a height of 200-240 cm
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg

10€
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Condition: Unused

181 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Swing Nest
Brand: KBT
Model: WINKOH
Additional information: Dark green
Do you stretch out on the Winkoh nest swing or 
do you go together? With a maximum load 
capacity of 150 kg, the KBT Winkoh nest swing 
can handle a lot! Striking about the KBT nest 
swing Winkoh is the water-repellent fabric with a 
pattern in different shades of green. The Winkoh 
nest swing is suitable for swing frames with a 
height between 200 and 240 cm. The black rope 
of the nest swing is adjustable in height and the 
rope connections are placed 680 mm apart. The 
swing is delivered unassembled in a brightly 
colored and compact box with clear assembly 
instructions.

Water repellent fabric
Black Braided Rope With PP Plastic Splicing
Diameter 1001mm.
Weight 4.8 kg.
Maximum loadable weight 150 kg
Suitable for frames with a height of 200-240 cm
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

181 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Swing Nest
Brand: KBT
Model: WINKOH
Additional information: Dark green
Do you stretch out on the Winkoh nest swing or 
do you go together? With a maximum load 
capacity of 150 kg, the KBT Winkoh nest swing 
can handle a lot! Striking about the KBT nest 
swing Winkoh is the water-repellent fabric with a 

10€
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pattern in different shades of green. The Winkoh 
nest swing is suitable for swing frames with a 
height between 200 and 240 cm. The black rope 
of the nest swing is adjustable in height and the 
rope connections are placed 680 mm apart. The 
swing is delivered unassembled in a brightly 
colored and compact box with clear assembly 
instructions.

Water repellent fabric
Black Braided Rope With PP Plastic Splicing
Diameter 1001mm.
Weight 4.8 kg.
Maximum loadable weight 150 kg
Suitable for frames with a height of 200-240 cm
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

182 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Swing Nest
Brand: KBT
Model: GRANDOH
Additional information: Dark green
The KBT nest swing 'grandoh' is delivered 
compactly packed in a cardboard box and can be 
easily assembled. The black braided ropes give 
the nest swing a nice look and are easy to adjust 
in length.

The steel frame is fully lined all around for a soft 
effect. The material of the fabric feels both strong 
and comfortable. Water can pass through it easily.

The rings are made of galvanized steel. The welds
on the ropes are made of black PP. The oversized 
seating area creates the impression that you are 
in a rocking boat, adding to the fun.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

25€
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182 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Swing Nest
Brand: KBT
Model: GRANDOH
Additional information: Dark green
The KBT nest swing 'grandoh' is delivered 
compactly packed in a cardboard box and can be 
easily assembled. The black braided ropes give 
the nest swing a nice look and are easy to adjust 
in length.

The steel frame is fully lined all around for a soft 
effect. The material of the fabric feels both strong 
and comfortable. Water can pass through it easily.

The rings are made of galvanized steel. The welds
on the ropes are made of black PP. The oversized 
seating area creates the impression that you are 
in a rocking boat, adding to the fun.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

25€

183 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Swing Nest
Brand: KBT
Model: GRANDOH
Additional information: Dark green
The KBT nest swing 'grandoh' is delivered 
compactly packed in a cardboard box and can be 
easily assembled. The black braided ropes give 
the nest swing a nice look and are easy to adjust 
in length.

The steel frame is fully lined all around for a soft 
effect. The material of the fabric feels both strong 
and comfortable. Water can pass through it easily.

The rings are made of galvanized steel. The welds
on the ropes are made of black PP. The oversized 
seating area creates the impression that you are 
in a rocking boat, adding to the fun.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg

25€
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Condition: Unused

183 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Swing Nest
Brand: KBT
Model: GRANDOH
Additional information: Dark green
The KBT nest swing 'grandoh' is delivered 
compactly packed in a cardboard box and can be 
easily assembled. The black braided ropes give 
the nest swing a nice look and are easy to adjust 
in length.

The steel frame is fully lined all around for a soft 
effect. The material of the fabric feels both strong 
and comfortable. Water can pass through it easily.

The rings are made of galvanized steel. The welds
on the ropes are made of black PP. The oversized 
seating area creates the impression that you are 
in a rocking boat, adding to the fun.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

25€

184 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Slide
Brand: KBT
Model: YELLOW
Additional information: 3.00m/1.50m
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

39€
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184 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Slide
Brand: KBT
Model: YELLOW
Additional information: 3.00m/1.50m
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

39€

185 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Slide
Brand: KBT
Model: YELLOW
Additional information: 3.00m/1.50m
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

39€

185 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Slide
Brand: KBT
Model: YELLOW
Additional information: 3.00m/1.50m
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

39€

186 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Slide
Brand: KBT
Model: RED
Additional information: 3.00m/1.50m
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

39€
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186 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Slide
Brand: KBT
Model: RED
Additional information: 3.00m/1.50m
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

39€

187 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Slide
Brand: KBT
Model: RED
Additional information: 3.00m/1.50m
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

39€

187 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Slide
Brand: KBT
Model: RED
Additional information: 3.00m/1.50m
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

39€

188 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Slide
Brand: KBT
Model: DARK GREEN
Additional information: 3.00m/1.50m
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

39€
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189 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Slide
Brand: KBT
Model: BLUE
Additional information: 3.00m/1.50m
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

39€

190 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Slide
Brand: KBT
Model: AZURE BLUE
Additional information: 3.00m/1.50m
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

39€

191 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Slide
Brand: KBT
Model: APPLE GREEN
Additional information: 3.00m/1.50m
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

39€

192 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Slide
Brand: KBT
Model: PURPLE
Additional information: 3.00m/1.50m
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

39€
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193 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Slide
Brand: KBT
Model: ANTHRACITE GRAY
Additional information: 3.00m/1.50m
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

39€

193 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Slide
Brand: KBT
Model: ANTHRACITE GRAY
Additional information: 3.00m/1.50m
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

39€

194 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Slide
Brand: KBT
Model: ANTHRACITE GRAY
Additional information: 3.00m/1.50m
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

39€

194 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Slide
Brand: KBT
Model: ANTHRACITE GRAY
Additional information: 3.00m/1.50m
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

39€
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195 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: TOM
Additional information: with lid
A wooden sandbox should not be missing in a 
garden where children play. Baking cakes, loading
sand into the play truck… Creativity and fantasy 
are playfully triggered in a sandbox. If you choose
the square sandpit Tom with seat cover, you 
choose comfort! This sandpit has a lid, which can 
be folded up into a seat. Your children can play 
without having to sit in the sand. After playing, 
the sandbox can be neatly closed so that no cats 
can enter. Otherwise it is of course not so 
hygienic. All sandpits are CE standardized and 
made of planed boards with bevelled edges and a 
thickness of 1.9 cm. All sandpits are supplied in a 
kit with clear construction instructions. Any 
mounting is NOT applicable.

New in box, hinge and screws may show some 
rust.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

15€

195 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: TOM
Additional information: with lid
A wooden sandbox should not be missing in a 
garden where children play. Baking cakes, loading
sand into the play truck… Creativity and fantasy 
are playfully triggered in a sandbox. If you choose
the square sandpit Tom with seat cover, you 
choose comfort! This sandpit has a lid, which can 
be folded up into a seat. Your children can play 
without having to sit in the sand. After playing, 
the sandbox can be neatly closed so that no cats 
can enter. Otherwise it is of course not so 
hygienic. All sandpits are CE standardized and 

15€
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made of planed boards with bevelled edges and a 
thickness of 1.9 cm. All sandpits are supplied in a 
kit with clear construction instructions. Any 
mounting is NOT applicable.

New in box, hinge and screws may show some 
rust.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

195 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: TOM
Additional information: with lid
A wooden sandbox should not be missing in a 
garden where children play. Baking cakes, loading
sand into the play truck… Creativity and fantasy 
are playfully triggered in a sandbox. If you choose
the square sandpit Tom with seat cover, you 
choose comfort! This sandpit has a lid, which can 
be folded up into a seat. Your children can play 
without having to sit in the sand. After playing, 
the sandbox can be neatly closed so that no cats 
can enter. Otherwise it is of course not so 
hygienic. All sandpits are CE standardized and 
made of planed boards with bevelled edges and a 
thickness of 1.9 cm. All sandpits are supplied in a 
kit with clear construction instructions. Any 
mounting is NOT applicable.

New in box, hinge and screws may show some 
rust.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

15€
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195 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: TOM
Additional information: with lid
A wooden sandbox should not be missing in a 
garden where children play. Baking cakes, loading
sand into the play truck… Creativity and fantasy 
are playfully triggered in a sandbox. If you choose
the square sandpit Tom with seat cover, you 
choose comfort! This sandpit has a lid, which can 
be folded up into a seat. Your children can play 
without having to sit in the sand. After playing, 
the sandbox can be neatly closed so that no cats 
can enter. Otherwise it is of course not so 
hygienic. All sandpits are CE standardized and 
made of planed boards with bevelled edges and a 
thickness of 1.9 cm. All sandpits are supplied in a 
kit with clear construction instructions. Any 
mounting is NOT applicable.

New in box, hinge and screws may show some 
rust.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

15€

195 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: TOM
Additional information: with lid
A wooden sandbox should not be missing in a 
garden where children play. Baking cakes, loading
sand into the play truck… Creativity and fantasy 
are playfully triggered in a sandbox. If you choose
the square sandpit Tom with seat cover, you 
choose comfort! This sandpit has a lid, which can 
be folded up into a seat. Your children can play 
without having to sit in the sand. After playing, 
the sandbox can be neatly closed so that no cats 
can enter. Otherwise it is of course not so 
hygienic. All sandpits are CE standardized and 

15€
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made of planed boards with bevelled edges and a 
thickness of 1.9 cm. All sandpits are supplied in a 
kit with clear construction instructions. Any 
mounting is NOT applicable.

New in box, hinge and screws may show some 
rust.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

196 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: TOM
Additional information: with lid
A wooden sandbox should not be missing in a 
garden where children play. Baking cakes, loading
sand into the play truck… Creativity and fantasy 
are playfully triggered in a sandbox. If you choose
the square sandpit Tom with seat cover, you 
choose comfort! This sandpit has a lid, which can 
be folded up into a seat. Your children can play 
without having to sit in the sand. After playing, 
the sandbox can be neatly closed so that no cats 
can enter. Otherwise it is of course not so 
hygienic. All sandpits are CE standardized and 
made of planed boards with bevelled edges and a 
thickness of 1.9 cm. All sandpits are supplied in a 
kit with clear construction instructions. Any 
mounting is NOT applicable.

New in box, hinge and screws may show some 
rust.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

15€
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196 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: TOM
Additional information: with lid
A wooden sandbox should not be missing in a 
garden where children play. Baking cakes, loading
sand into the play truck… Creativity and fantasy 
are playfully triggered in a sandbox. If you choose
the square sandpit Tom with seat cover, you 
choose comfort! This sandpit has a lid, which can 
be folded up into a seat. Your children can play 
without having to sit in the sand. After playing, 
the sandbox can be neatly closed so that no cats 
can enter. Otherwise it is of course not so 
hygienic. All sandpits are CE standardized and 
made of planed boards with bevelled edges and a 
thickness of 1.9 cm. All sandpits are supplied in a 
kit with clear construction instructions. Any 
mounting is NOT applicable.

New in box, hinge and screws may show some 
rust.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

15€

196 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: TOM
Additional information: with lid
A wooden sandbox should not be missing in a 
garden where children play. Baking cakes, loading
sand into the play truck… Creativity and fantasy 
are playfully triggered in a sandbox. If you choose
the square sandpit Tom with seat cover, you 
choose comfort! This sandpit has a lid, which can 
be folded up into a seat. Your children can play 
without having to sit in the sand. After playing, 
the sandbox can be neatly closed so that no cats 
can enter. Otherwise it is of course not so 
hygienic. All sandpits are CE standardized and 

15€
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made of planed boards with bevelled edges and a 
thickness of 1.9 cm. All sandpits are supplied in a 
kit with clear construction instructions. Any 
mounting is NOT applicable.

New in box, hinge and screws may show some 
rust.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

196 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: TOM
Additional information: with lid
A wooden sandbox should not be missing in a 
garden where children play. Baking cakes, loading
sand into the play truck… Creativity and fantasy 
are playfully triggered in a sandbox. If you choose
the square sandpit Tom with seat cover, you 
choose comfort! This sandpit has a lid, which can 
be folded up into a seat. Your children can play 
without having to sit in the sand. After playing, 
the sandbox can be neatly closed so that no cats 
can enter. Otherwise it is of course not so 
hygienic. All sandpits are CE standardized and 
made of planed boards with bevelled edges and a 
thickness of 1.9 cm. All sandpits are supplied in a 
kit with clear construction instructions. Any 
mounting is NOT applicable.

New in box, hinge and screws may show some 
rust.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

15€
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196 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: TOM
Additional information: with lid
A wooden sandbox should not be missing in a 
garden where children play. Baking cakes, loading
sand into the play truck… Creativity and fantasy 
are playfully triggered in a sandbox. If you choose
the square sandpit Tom with seat cover, you 
choose comfort! This sandpit has a lid, which can 
be folded up into a seat. Your children can play 
without having to sit in the sand. After playing, 
the sandbox can be neatly closed so that no cats 
can enter. Otherwise it is of course not so 
hygienic. All sandpits are CE standardized and 
made of planed boards with bevelled edges and a 
thickness of 1.9 cm. All sandpits are supplied in a 
kit with clear construction instructions. Any 
mounting is NOT applicable.

New in box, hinge and screws may show some 
rust.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

15€

197 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: TOM
Additional information: with lid
A wooden sandbox should not be missing in a 
garden where children play. Baking cakes, loading
sand into the play truck… Creativity and fantasy 
are playfully triggered in a sandbox. If you choose
the square sandpit Tom with seat cover, you 
choose comfort! This sandpit has a lid, which can 
be folded up into a seat. Your children can play 
without having to sit in the sand. After playing, 
the sandbox can be neatly closed so that no cats 
can enter. Otherwise it is of course not so 
hygienic. All sandpits are CE standardized and 

15€
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made of planed boards with bevelled edges and a 
thickness of 1.9 cm. All sandpits are supplied in a 
kit with clear construction instructions. Any 
mounting is NOT applicable.

New in box, hinge and screws may show some 
rust.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

197 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: TOM
Additional information: with lid
A wooden sandbox should not be missing in a 
garden where children play. Baking cakes, loading
sand into the play truck… Creativity and fantasy 
are playfully triggered in a sandbox. If you choose
the square sandpit Tom with seat cover, you 
choose comfort! This sandpit has a lid, which can 
be folded up into a seat. Your children can play 
without having to sit in the sand. After playing, 
the sandbox can be neatly closed so that no cats 
can enter. Otherwise it is of course not so 
hygienic. All sandpits are CE standardized and 
made of planed boards with bevelled edges and a 
thickness of 1.9 cm. All sandpits are supplied in a 
kit with clear construction instructions. Any 
mounting is NOT applicable.

New in box, hinge and screws may show some 
rust.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

15€
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197 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: TOM
Additional information: with lid
A wooden sandbox should not be missing in a 
garden where children play. Baking cakes, loading
sand into the play truck… Creativity and fantasy 
are playfully triggered in a sandbox. If you choose
the square sandpit Tom with seat cover, you 
choose comfort! This sandpit has a lid, which can 
be folded up into a seat. Your children can play 
without having to sit in the sand. After playing, 
the sandbox can be neatly closed so that no cats 
can enter. Otherwise it is of course not so 
hygienic. All sandpits are CE standardized and 
made of planed boards with bevelled edges and a 
thickness of 1.9 cm. All sandpits are supplied in a 
kit with clear construction instructions. Any 
mounting is NOT applicable.

New in box, hinge and screws may show some 
rust.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

15€

197 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: TOM
Additional information: with lid
A wooden sandbox should not be missing in a 
garden where children play. Baking cakes, loading
sand into the play truck… Creativity and fantasy 
are playfully triggered in a sandbox. If you choose
the square sandpit Tom with seat cover, you 
choose comfort! This sandpit has a lid, which can 
be folded up into a seat. Your children can play 
without having to sit in the sand. After playing, 
the sandbox can be neatly closed so that no cats 
can enter. Otherwise it is of course not so 
hygienic. All sandpits are CE standardized and 

15€
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made of planed boards with bevelled edges and a 
thickness of 1.9 cm. All sandpits are supplied in a 
kit with clear construction instructions. Any 
mounting is NOT applicable.

New in box, hinge and screws may show some 
rust.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

197 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: TOM
Additional information: with lid
A wooden sandbox should not be missing in a 
garden where children play. Baking cakes, loading
sand into the play truck… Creativity and fantasy 
are playfully triggered in a sandbox. If you choose
the square sandpit Tom with seat cover, you 
choose comfort! This sandpit has a lid, which can 
be folded up into a seat. Your children can play 
without having to sit in the sand. After playing, 
the sandbox can be neatly closed so that no cats 
can enter. Otherwise it is of course not so 
hygienic. All sandpits are CE standardized and 
made of planed boards with bevelled edges and a 
thickness of 1.9 cm. All sandpits are supplied in a 
kit with clear construction instructions. Any 
mounting is NOT applicable.

New in box, hinge and screws may show some 
rust.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

15€
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198 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: TOM
Additional information: with lid
A wooden sandbox should not be missing in a 
garden where children play. Baking cakes, loading
sand into the play truck… Creativity and fantasy 
are playfully triggered in a sandbox. If you choose
the square sandpit Tom with seat cover, you 
choose comfort! This sandpit has a lid, which can 
be folded up into a seat. Your children can play 
without having to sit in the sand. After playing, 
the sandbox can be neatly closed so that no cats 
can enter. Otherwise it is of course not so 
hygienic. All sandpits are CE standardized and 
made of planed boards with bevelled edges and a 
thickness of 1.9 cm. All sandpits are supplied in a 
kit with clear construction instructions. Any 
mounting is NOT applicable.

New in box, hinge and screws may show some 
rust.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

15€

198 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: TOM
Additional information: with lid
A wooden sandbox should not be missing in a 
garden where children play. Baking cakes, loading
sand into the play truck… Creativity and fantasy 
are playfully triggered in a sandbox. If you choose
the square sandpit Tom with seat cover, you 
choose comfort! This sandpit has a lid, which can 
be folded up into a seat. Your children can play 
without having to sit in the sand. After playing, 
the sandbox can be neatly closed so that no cats 
can enter. Otherwise it is of course not so 
hygienic. All sandpits are CE standardized and 

15€
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made of planed boards with bevelled edges and a 
thickness of 1.9 cm. All sandpits are supplied in a 
kit with clear construction instructions. Any 
mounting is NOT applicable.

New in box, hinge and screws may show some 
rust.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

198 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: TOM
Additional information: with lid
A wooden sandbox should not be missing in a 
garden where children play. Baking cakes, loading
sand into the play truck… Creativity and fantasy 
are playfully triggered in a sandbox. If you choose
the square sandpit Tom with seat cover, you 
choose comfort! This sandpit has a lid, which can 
be folded up into a seat. Your children can play 
without having to sit in the sand. After playing, 
the sandbox can be neatly closed so that no cats 
can enter. Otherwise it is of course not so 
hygienic. All sandpits are CE standardized and 
made of planed boards with bevelled edges and a 
thickness of 1.9 cm. All sandpits are supplied in a 
kit with clear construction instructions. Any 
mounting is NOT applicable.

New in box, hinge and screws may show some 
rust.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

15€
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198 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: TOM
Additional information: with lid
A wooden sandbox should not be missing in a 
garden where children play. Baking cakes, loading
sand into the play truck… Creativity and fantasy 
are playfully triggered in a sandbox. If you choose
the square sandpit Tom with seat cover, you 
choose comfort! This sandpit has a lid, which can 
be folded up into a seat. Your children can play 
without having to sit in the sand. After playing, 
the sandbox can be neatly closed so that no cats 
can enter. Otherwise it is of course not so 
hygienic. All sandpits are CE standardized and 
made of planed boards with bevelled edges and a 
thickness of 1.9 cm. All sandpits are supplied in a 
kit with clear construction instructions. Any 
mounting is NOT applicable.

New in box, hinge and screws may show some 
rust.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

15€

198 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: TOM
Additional information: with lid
A wooden sandbox should not be missing in a 
garden where children play. Baking cakes, loading
sand into the play truck… Creativity and fantasy 
are playfully triggered in a sandbox. If you choose
the square sandpit Tom with seat cover, you 
choose comfort! This sandpit has a lid, which can 
be folded up into a seat. Your children can play 
without having to sit in the sand. After playing, 
the sandbox can be neatly closed so that no cats 
can enter. Otherwise it is of course not so 
hygienic. All sandpits are CE standardized and 

15€
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made of planed boards with bevelled edges and a 
thickness of 1.9 cm. All sandpits are supplied in a 
kit with clear construction instructions. Any 
mounting is NOT applicable.

New in box, hinge and screws may show some 
rust.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

199 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: TOM
Additional information: with lid
A wooden sandbox should not be missing in a 
garden where children play. Baking cakes, loading
sand into the play truck… Creativity and fantasy 
are playfully triggered in a sandbox. If you choose
the square sandpit Tom with seat cover, you 
choose comfort! This sandpit has a lid, which can 
be folded up into a seat. Your children can play 
without having to sit in the sand. After playing, 
the sandbox can be neatly closed so that no cats 
can enter. Otherwise it is of course not so 
hygienic. All sandpits are CE standardized and 
made of planed boards with bevelled edges and a 
thickness of 1.9 cm. All sandpits are supplied in a 
kit with clear construction instructions. Any 
mounting is NOT applicable.

New in box, hinge and screws may show some 
rust.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

15€
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199 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: TOM
Additional information: with lid
A wooden sandbox should not be missing in a 
garden where children play. Baking cakes, loading
sand into the play truck… Creativity and fantasy 
are playfully triggered in a sandbox. If you choose
the square sandpit Tom with seat cover, you 
choose comfort! This sandpit has a lid, which can 
be folded up into a seat. Your children can play 
without having to sit in the sand. After playing, 
the sandbox can be neatly closed so that no cats 
can enter. Otherwise it is of course not so 
hygienic. All sandpits are CE standardized and 
made of planed boards with bevelled edges and a 
thickness of 1.9 cm. All sandpits are supplied in a 
kit with clear construction instructions. Any 
mounting is NOT applicable.

New in box, hinge and screws may show some 
rust.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

15€

199 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: TOM
Additional information: with lid
A wooden sandbox should not be missing in a 
garden where children play. Baking cakes, loading
sand into the play truck… Creativity and fantasy 
are playfully triggered in a sandbox. If you choose
the square sandpit Tom with seat cover, you 
choose comfort! This sandpit has a lid, which can 
be folded up into a seat. Your children can play 
without having to sit in the sand. After playing, 
the sandbox can be neatly closed so that no cats 
can enter. Otherwise it is of course not so 
hygienic. All sandpits are CE standardized and 

15€
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made of planed boards with bevelled edges and a 
thickness of 1.9 cm. All sandpits are supplied in a 
kit with clear construction instructions. Any 
mounting is NOT applicable.

New in box, hinge and screws may show some 
rust.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

199 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: TOM
Additional information: with lid
A wooden sandbox should not be missing in a 
garden where children play. Baking cakes, loading
sand into the play truck… Creativity and fantasy 
are playfully triggered in a sandbox. If you choose
the square sandpit Tom with seat cover, you 
choose comfort! This sandpit has a lid, which can 
be folded up into a seat. Your children can play 
without having to sit in the sand. After playing, 
the sandbox can be neatly closed so that no cats 
can enter. Otherwise it is of course not so 
hygienic. All sandpits are CE standardized and 
made of planed boards with bevelled edges and a 
thickness of 1.9 cm. All sandpits are supplied in a 
kit with clear construction instructions. Any 
mounting is NOT applicable.

New in box, hinge and screws may show some 
rust.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

15€
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199 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: TOM
Additional information: with lid
A wooden sandbox should not be missing in a 
garden where children play. Baking cakes, loading
sand into the play truck… Creativity and fantasy 
are playfully triggered in a sandbox. If you choose
the square sandpit Tom with seat cover, you 
choose comfort! This sandpit has a lid, which can 
be folded up into a seat. Your children can play 
without having to sit in the sand. After playing, 
the sandbox can be neatly closed so that no cats 
can enter. Otherwise it is of course not so 
hygienic. All sandpits are CE standardized and 
made of planed boards with bevelled edges and a 
thickness of 1.9 cm. All sandpits are supplied in a 
kit with clear construction instructions. Any 
mounting is NOT applicable.

New in box, hinge and screws may show some 
rust.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

15€

200 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Picnic Set
Brand: DOUGIE
Model: ECO
Additional information: Have a nice picnic with 
your friends with your own picnic set! The picnic 
set is made of Douglas wood and consists of a 
100 cm bench with a backrest, a 100 cm bench 
without a backrest and a 80 cm table.

Dimensions bench (with backrest) 100 cm (width)
Bench size (without backrest) 100 cm (width)
Table size 80 cm (width)
Blade height 80 cm
Wood type Douglas
Wood finish Colorless impregnated

69€
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New in box, warehouse location
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

200 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Picnic Set
Brand: DOUGIE
Model: ECO
Additional information: Have a nice picnic with 
your friends with your own picnic set! The picnic 
set is made of Douglas wood and consists of a 
100 cm bench with a backrest, a 100 cm bench 
without a backrest and a 80 cm table.

Dimensions bench (with backrest) 100 cm (width)
Bench size (without backrest) 100 cm (width)
Table size 80 cm (width)
Blade height 80 cm
Wood type Douglas
Wood finish Colorless impregnated
    
New in box, warehouse location
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

69€

201 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Picnic Set
Brand: DOUGIE
Model: ECO
Additional information: Have a nice picnic with 
your friends with your own picnic set! The picnic 
set is made of Douglas wood and consists of a 
100 cm bench with a backrest, a 100 cm bench 
without a backrest and a 80 cm table.

Dimensions bench (with backrest) 100 cm (width)
Bench size (without backrest) 100 cm (width)
Table size 80 cm (width)
Blade height 80 cm

69€
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Wood type Douglas
Wood finish Colorless impregnated
    
New in box, warehouse location
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

201 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Picnic Set
Brand: DOUGIE
Model: ECO
Additional information: Have a nice picnic with 
your friends with your own picnic set! The picnic 
set is made of Douglas wood and consists of a 
100 cm bench with a backrest, a 100 cm bench 
without a backrest and a 80 cm table.

Dimensions bench (with backrest) 100 cm (width)
Bench size (without backrest) 100 cm (width)
Table size 80 cm (width)
Blade height 80 cm
Wood type Douglas
Wood finish Colorless impregnated
    
New in box, warehouse location
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

69€

202 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: SANDHILL M 120x120
Additional information: Have fun playing, digging 
and building sandcastles! With a Snuggly Sandhill 
sandbox, your kids can have hours of fun and let 
their imaginations run wild. This wooden sandpit 
is made of FSC-approved, sustainably 
impregnated pinewood. This way the wood does 
not splinter and this sandbox will last for years. 
The Snuggly Sandhill is assembled with 28 mm 

25€
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thick tongue and groove planks and is available in
different sizes. The sturdy seat boards on the 
sides are of the same thickness, for ideal seating 
comfort.
The sandbox does not have a bottom. Carrot cloth
and lid can be ordered separately with the 
accessories.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

203 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: SANDHILL M 120x150
Additional information: Have fun playing, digging 
and building sandcastles! With a Snuggly Sandhill 
sandbox, your kids can have hours of fun and let 
their imaginations run wild. This wooden sandpit 
is made of FSC-approved, sustainably 
impregnated pinewood. This way the wood does 
not splinter and this sandbox will last for years. 
The Snuggly Sandhill is assembled with 28 mm 
thick tongue and groove planks and is available in
different sizes. The sturdy seat boards on the 
sides are of the same thickness, for ideal seating 
comfort.
The sandbox does not have a bottom. Carrot cloth
and lid can be ordered separately with the 
accessories.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

25€
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204 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: SANDHILL XL 150x210
Additional information: Have fun playing, digging 
and building sandcastles! With a Snuggly Sandhill 
sandbox, your kids can have hours of fun and let 
their imaginations run wild. This wooden sandpit 
is made of FSC-approved, sustainably 
impregnated pinewood. This way the wood does 
not splinter and this sandbox will last for years. 
The Snuggly Sandhill is assembled with 28 mm 
thick tongue and groove planks and is available in
different sizes. The sturdy seat boards on the 
sides are of the same thickness, for ideal seating 
comfort.
The sandbox does not have a bottom. Carrot cloth
and lid can be ordered separately with the 
accessories.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

35€

205 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: SANDHILL XL 150x240
Additional information: Have fun playing, digging 
and building sandcastles! With a Snuggly Sandhill 
sandbox, your kids can have hours of fun and let 
their imaginations run wild. This wooden sandpit 
is made of FSC-approved, sustainably 
impregnated pinewood. This way the wood does 
not splinter and this sandbox will last for years. 
The Snuggly Sandhill is assembled with 28 mm 
thick tongue and groove planks and is available in
different sizes. The sturdy seat boards on the 
sides are of the same thickness, for ideal seating 
comfort.
The sandbox does not have a bottom. Carrot cloth
and lid can be ordered separately with the 

40€
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accessories.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

206 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Sandbox
Brand: SNUGGLY
Model: SANDHILL XL 150x300
Additional information: Have fun playing, digging 
and building sandcastles! With a Snuggly Sandhill 
sandbox, your kids can have hours of fun and let 
their imaginations run wild. This wooden sandpit 
is made of FSC-approved, sustainably 
impregnated pinewood. This way the wood does 
not splinter and this sandbox will last for years. 
The Snuggly Sandhill is assembled with 28 mm 
thick tongue and groove planks and is available in
different sizes. The sturdy seat boards on the 
sides are of the same thickness, for ideal seating 
comfort.
The sandbox does not have a bottom. Carrot cloth
and lid can be ordered separately with the 
accessories.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

45€

207 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set Vegetable Garden Table 94 
cm + 2 Flower Boxes 94 cm
Brand: .
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

49€
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207 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set Vegetable Garden Table 94 
cm + 2 Flower Boxes 94 cm
Brand: .
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

49€

208 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set Vegetable Garden Table 94 
cm + 2 Flower Boxes 94 cm
Brand: .
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

49€

208 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set Vegetable Garden Table 94 
cm + 2 Flower Boxes 94 cm
Brand: .
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

49€

209 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set Vegetable Garden Table 
108 cm + 2 Flower Boxes 108 cm
Brand: .
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

49€

209 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set Vegetable Garden Table 
108 cm + 2 Flower Boxes 108 cm
Brand: .
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

49€
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210 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set Vegetable Garden Table 
108 cm + 2 Flower Boxes 108 cm
Brand: .
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

49€

210 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set Vegetable Garden Table 
108 cm + 2 Flower Boxes 108 cm
Brand: .
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

49€

211 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set Vegetable Garden Table 
122 cm + 2 Flower Boxes 108 cm
Brand: .
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

49€

212 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set Vegetable Garden Table 
150 cm + 2 Planters 108 cm
Brand: .
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

49€
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213 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set Vegetable Garden Table + 
Flower Box ECO in Douglas Wood

1x Vegetable garden table 111 x 45 x 80 cm
1x Flower box 50 x 54 x 33 cm

Vegetable garden table made in log cabin profile 
of 2.8 cm thick, for a fine and robust appearance.
Flower box made in SwedishRabat

New, pre-assembled
Brand: DOUGLAS
Additional information: Set Vegetable Garden 
Table + Flower Box ECO in Douglas Wood

1x Vegetable garden table 111 x 45 x 80 cm
1x Flower box 50 x 54 x 33 cm

Vegetable garden table made in log cabin profile 
of 2.8 cm thick, for a fine and robust appearance.
Flower box made in SwedishRabat

New, pre-assembled
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

49€

214 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set of 3 Vegetable Garden 
Tables ECO in Douglas Wood

2x Vegetable garden table 111 x 45 x 80 cm
1x Vegetable garden table 78 x 59 x 72 cm

Vegetable garden table made in log cabin profile 
of 2.8 cm thick, for a fine and robust appearance.

New, pre-assembled
Brand: DOUGLAS
Additional information: Set of 3 Vegetable Garden 
Tables ECO in Douglas Wood

49€
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2x Vegetable garden table 111 x 45 x 80 cm
1x Vegetable garden table 78 x 59 x 72 cm

Vegetable garden table made in log cabin profile 
of 2.8 cm thick, for a fine and robust appearance.

New, pre-assembled
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

215 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set of 2 Vegetable Garden 
Tables + 2 Flower Boxes ECO in Douglas Wood

2x Vegetable garden table 130 x 72 x 82 cm
2x Flower box 54 x 52 x 34 cm

Made in Swedish Rabat planks, for a fine and 
robust appearance.

New, pre-assembled

Brand: DOUGLAS
Additional information: Set of 2 Vegetable Garden 
Tables + 2 Flower Boxes ECO in Douglas Wood

2x Vegetable garden table 130 x 72 x 82 cm
2x Flower box 54 x 52 x 34 cm

Made in Swedish Rabat planks, for a fine and 
robust appearance.

New, pre-assembled

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

49€
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216 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set of Vegetable Garden Tables
+ Planters ECO in Douglas Wood

1x Vegetable garden table 130 x 72 x 82 cm
1x Flower box 54 x 52 x 34 cm

Made in Swedish Rabat planks, for a fine and 
robust appearance.

New, pre-assembled

Brand: DOUGLAS
Additional information: Set of Vegetable Garden 
Tables + Flower Boxes ECO in Douglas Wood

1x Vegetable garden table 130 x 72 x 82 cm
1x Flower box 54 x 52 x 34 cm

Made in Swedish Rabat planks, for a fine and 
robust appearance.

New, pre-assembled

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

49€

217 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set of 3 Vegetable Garden 
Tables ECO in Douglas Wood

2x Vegetable garden table 78 x 55 x 73 cm
1x Vegetable garden table 69 x 55 x 53 cm

Vegetable garden table made in 1.8 cm thick 
dougal planks, for a refined look.

New, pre-assembled
Brand: DOUGLAS
Additional information: Set of 3 Vegetable Garden 

49€
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Tables ECO in Douglas Wood

2x Vegetable garden table 78 x 55 x 73 cm
1x Vegetable garden table 69 x 55 x 53 cm

Vegetable garden table made in 1.8 cm thick 
dougal planks, for a refined look.

New, pre-assembled
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

218 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set of Vegetable Garden Tables
+ Planters ECO in Douglas Wood

1x Vegetable garden table 104 x 48 x 82 cm
1x Flower box 50 x 41 x 34 cm

Vegetable garden table made in log cabin profile, 
for a nice and robust look.
Flower box made in ZewwdsRabat

New, pre-assembled

Brand: DOUGLAS
Additional information: Set of Vegetable Garden 
Tables + Flower Boxes ECO in Douglas Wood

1x Vegetable garden table 104 x 48 x 82 cm
1x Flower box 50 x 41 x 34 cm

Vegetable garden table made in log cabin profile, 
for a nice and robust look.
Flower box made in ZewwdsRabat

New, pre-assembled

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

49€
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219 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set of 3 vegetable table ECO in 
Douglas Wood

3x Vegetable garden table 110 x 44 x 82 cm

Made in ECO Douglas Wood planks of 1,8 cm thick

New, Pre-assembled
Brand: DOUGLAS
Additional information: Set of 3 vegetable table 
ECO in Douglas Wood

3x Vegetable garden table 110 x 44 x 82 cm

Made in ECO Douglas Wood planks of 1,8 cm thick

New, Pre-assembled
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

49€

220 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set of 2 Planters ECO in 
Douglas wood

2x Flower box 106 x 60 x 40 cm

Made in 2.8 cm thick Log cabin profile ECO 
Douglas Wood with finishing lath

New, Pre-assembled

Brand: DOUGLAS
Additional information: Set of 2 Planters ECO in 
Douglas wood

2x Flower box 106 x 60 x 40 cm

49€
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Made in 2.8 cm thick Log cabin profile ECO 
Douglas Wood with finishing lath

New, Pre-assembled

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

221 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set of 2 Planters ECO in 
Douglas wood

1x Flower box 106 x 60 x 40 cm
1x Flower box 112 x 55 x 40 cm

Made in 2.8 cm thick Log cabin profile ECO 
Douglas Wood with finishing lath

New, Pre-assembled

Brand: DOUGLAS
Additional information: Set of 2 Planters ECO in 
Douglas wood

1x Flower box 106 x 60 x 40 cm
1x Flower box 112 x 55 x 40 cm

Made in 2.8 cm thick Log cabin profile ECO 
Douglas Wood with finishing lath

New, Pre-assembled

Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

49€
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222 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Table
Brand: GARLANDO
Model: G-500 EVOLUTION
Additional information: with telescopic rods
The Garlando G500 Evolution football table is a 
robust and sturdy football table that suits every 
category of players. The table has steel legs and a
sandblasted glass plate playing field. The 
fiberboard cabinet has a wall thickness of no less 
than 25 mm! This 75 kg table has legs with 
adjustable feet for optimal stability and handles 
with an ergonomic grip. The steel ball bearings 
ensure perfect guidance of the rods for a high and
smooth playing comfort.

This table belongs to the new Evolution line from 
Garlando in an elegant black and silver gray 
version, with black and gray dolls*. The legs are 
provided with a silver-grey anti-scratch coating for
a long life.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

199€

223 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Table
Brand: GARLANDO
Model: G-500 EVOLUTION
Additional information: with continuous rods
The Garlando G500 Evolution football table is a 
robust and sturdy football table that suits every 
category of players. The table has steel legs and a
sandblasted glass plate playing field. The 
fiberboard cabinet has a wall thickness of no less 
than 25 mm! This 75 kg table has legs with 
adjustable feet for optimal stability and handles 
with an ergonomic grip. The steel ball bearings 
ensure perfect guidance of the rods for a high and
smooth playing comfort.

199€
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This table belongs to the new Evolution line from 
Garlando in an elegant black and silver gray 
version, with black and gray dolls*. The legs are 
provided with a silver-grey anti-scratch coating for
a long life.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

223 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Table
Brand: GARLANDO
Model: G-500 EVOLUTION
Additional information: with continuous rods
The Garlando G500 Evolution football table is a 
robust and sturdy football table that suits every 
category of players. The table has steel legs and a
sandblasted glass plate playing field. The 
fiberboard cabinet has a wall thickness of no less 
than 25 mm! This 75 kg table has legs with 
adjustable feet for optimal stability and handles 
with an ergonomic grip. The steel ball bearings 
ensure perfect guidance of the rods for a high and
smooth playing comfort.

This table belongs to the new Evolution line from 
Garlando in an elegant black and silver gray 
version, with black and gray dolls*. The legs are 
provided with a silver-grey anti-scratch coating for
a long life.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

199€
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223 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Table
Brand: GARLANDO
Model: G-500 EVOLUTION
Additional information: with continuous rods
The Garlando G500 Evolution football table is a 
robust and sturdy football table that suits every 
category of players. The table has steel legs and a
sandblasted glass plate playing field. The 
fiberboard cabinet has a wall thickness of no less 
than 25 mm! This 75 kg table has legs with 
adjustable feet for optimal stability and handles 
with an ergonomic grip. The steel ball bearings 
ensure perfect guidance of the rods for a high and
smooth playing comfort.

This table belongs to the new Evolution line from 
Garlando in an elegant black and silver gray 
version, with black and gray dolls*. The legs are 
provided with a silver-grey anti-scratch coating for
a long life.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

199€

224 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Table
Brand: GARLANDO
Model: G-500 EVOLUTION
Additional information: with continuous rods
The Garlando G500 Evolution football table is a 
robust and sturdy football table that suits every 
category of players. The table has steel legs and a
sandblasted glass plate playing field. The 
fiberboard cabinet has a wall thickness of no less 
than 25 mm! This 75 kg table has legs with 
adjustable feet for optimal stability and handles 
with an ergonomic grip. The steel ball bearings 
ensure perfect guidance of the rods for a high and
smooth playing comfort.

199€
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This table belongs to the new Evolution line from 
Garlando in an elegant black and silver gray 
version, with black and gray dolls*. The legs are 
provided with a silver-grey anti-scratch coating for
a long life.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

224 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Table
Brand: GARLANDO
Model: G-500 EVOLUTION
Additional information: with continuous rods
The Garlando G500 Evolution football table is a 
robust and sturdy football table that suits every 
category of players. The table has steel legs and a
sandblasted glass plate playing field. The 
fiberboard cabinet has a wall thickness of no less 
than 25 mm! This 75 kg table has legs with 
adjustable feet for optimal stability and handles 
with an ergonomic grip. The steel ball bearings 
ensure perfect guidance of the rods for a high and
smooth playing comfort.

This table belongs to the new Evolution line from 
Garlando in an elegant black and silver gray 
version, with black and gray dolls*. The legs are 
provided with a silver-grey anti-scratch coating for
a long life.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

199€
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224 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Table
Brand: GARLANDO
Model: G-500 EVOLUTION
Additional information: with continuous rods
The Garlando G500 Evolution football table is a 
robust and sturdy football table that suits every 
category of players. The table has steel legs and a
sandblasted glass plate playing field. The 
fiberboard cabinet has a wall thickness of no less 
than 25 mm! This 75 kg table has legs with 
adjustable feet for optimal stability and handles 
with an ergonomic grip. The steel ball bearings 
ensure perfect guidance of the rods for a high and
smooth playing comfort.

This table belongs to the new Evolution line from 
Garlando in an elegant black and silver gray 
version, with black and gray dolls*. The legs are 
provided with a silver-grey anti-scratch coating for
a long life.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

199€

225 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Table
Brand: GARLANDO
Model: G-500 EVOLUTION
Additional information: with continuous rods
The Garlando G500 Evolution football table is a 
robust and sturdy football table that suits every 
category of players. The table has steel legs and a
sandblasted glass plate playing field. The 
fiberboard cabinet has a wall thickness of no less 
than 25 mm! This 75 kg table has legs with 
adjustable feet for optimal stability and handles 
with an ergonomic grip. The steel ball bearings 
ensure perfect guidance of the rods for a high and
smooth playing comfort.

199€
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This table belongs to the new Evolution line from 
Garlando in an elegant black and silver gray 
version, with black and gray dolls*. The legs are 
provided with a silver-grey anti-scratch coating for
a long life.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

225 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Table
Brand: GARLANDO
Model: G-500 EVOLUTION
Additional information: with continuous rods
The Garlando G500 Evolution football table is a 
robust and sturdy football table that suits every 
category of players. The table has steel legs and a
sandblasted glass plate playing field. The 
fiberboard cabinet has a wall thickness of no less 
than 25 mm! This 75 kg table has legs with 
adjustable feet for optimal stability and handles 
with an ergonomic grip. The steel ball bearings 
ensure perfect guidance of the rods for a high and
smooth playing comfort.

This table belongs to the new Evolution line from 
Garlando in an elegant black and silver gray 
version, with black and gray dolls*. The legs are 
provided with a silver-grey anti-scratch coating for
a long life.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

199€
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225 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Table
Brand: GARLANDO
Model: G-500 EVOLUTION
Additional information: with continuous rods
The Garlando G500 Evolution football table is a 
robust and sturdy football table that suits every 
category of players. The table has steel legs and a
sandblasted glass plate playing field. The 
fiberboard cabinet has a wall thickness of no less 
than 25 mm! This 75 kg table has legs with 
adjustable feet for optimal stability and handles 
with an ergonomic grip. The steel ball bearings 
ensure perfect guidance of the rods for a high and
smooth playing comfort.

This table belongs to the new Evolution line from 
Garlando in an elegant black and silver gray 
version, with black and gray dolls*. The legs are 
provided with a silver-grey anti-scratch coating for
a long life.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

199€

226 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Table
Brand: GARLANDO
Model: FOLDY EVOLUTION
Additional information: with continuous rods
A collapsible football table with the quality of 
Garlando. When there is not enough space to 
leave a football table in the room, this Garlando 
Foldy Evolution table is the perfect solution. This 
table has folding legs for easy storage. This saves 
some space, but you can still play again quickly 
and easily. The Garlando Foldy Evolution also has 
wheels on one side to make moving even easier.

The Garlando Foldy football table has a washable 
laminate playing field and an MDF cabinet with a 

199€
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wall thickness of 25 mm. This table has legs with 
adjustable feet for optimal stability and handles 
with an ergonomic grip. The steel ball bearings 
ensure perfect guidance of the rods for a high and
smooth playing comfort.
This table belongs to the new Evolution line from 
Garlando in an elegant black and silver gray 
version, with black and gray dolls* and silver gray 
legs

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

227 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Table
Brand: GARLANDO
Model: G-2000 EVOLUTION
Additional information: with continuous 
barsProfessional quality
The Garlando G2000 Evolution football table is a 
high quality table at an affordable price. The table
has slanted MDF legs and a sandblasted glass 
playing field. The fiberboard cabinet has a wall 
thickness of 25 mm and is provided with a 
melamine coating. This table has legs with 
adjustable feet for optimal stability and handles 
with an ergonomic grip. The steel ball bearings 
ensure perfect guidance of the rods for a high and
smooth playing comfort.
This table belongs to the new Evolution line from 
Garlando in an elegant black and silver gray 
version, with black and gray dolls* and silver gray 
legs

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

199€
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228 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Table
Brand: GARLANDO
Model: G-5000 EVOLUTION
Additional information: with continuous rods
The Garlando G5000 Evolution football table is a 
table of superior quality at an affordable price. 
The table has slanted MDF legs and a sandblasted
glass playing field. The fiberboard cabinet has a 
wall thickness of 30 mm and is provided with a 
melamine coating. This table has legs with 
adjustable feet for optimal stability and handles 
with an ergonomic grip. The steel ball bearings 
ensure perfect guidance of the rods for a high and
smooth playing comfort. This table belongs to the 
new Evolution line by Garlando in an elegant 
black and silver gray version, with black and gray 
dolls and silver gray legs.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

249€

229 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Table
Brand: GARLANDO
Model: G-5000 EVOLUTION
Additional information: with continuous rods
The Garlando G5000 Evolution football table is a 
table of superior quality at an affordable price. 
The table has slanted MDF legs and a sandblasted
glass playing field. The fiberboard cabinet has a 
wall thickness of 30 mm and is provided with a 
melamine coating. This table has legs with 
adjustable feet for optimal stability and handles 
with an ergonomic grip. The steel ball bearings 
ensure perfect guidance of the rods for a high and
smooth playing comfort. This table belongs to the 
new Evolution line by Garlando in an elegant 
black and silver gray version, with black and gray 
dolls and silver gray legs.

249€
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New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

230 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Table
Brand: GARLANDO
Model: G-100
Additional information: The Garlando G100 
football table has height-adjustable legs (in 3 
different positions) and can therefore be used by 
the whole family. In this way, both large and small
can enjoy this football table. The table is made in 
a light wooden color and the dolls are red and 
blue. The steel ball bearings ensure perfect 
guidance of the rods for a high and smooth 
playing comfort.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

149€

231 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Football Table
Brand: GARLANDO
Model: F-200 EVOLUTION
Additional information: with continuous rods
The Garlando F200 Evolution football table has 
MDF legs and a sandblasted glass playing field. 
The fiberboard cabinet has a wall thickness of 20 
mm. The steel ball bearings ensure perfect 
guidance of the rods for a high and smooth 
playing comfort. This table belongs to the new 
Evolution line from Garlando in an elegant black 
and silver gray version, with black and gray dolls* 
and silver gray legs.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

149€
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232 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Chair
Brand: AVALON
Model: ICE BLUE 16630
Additional information: Not only are these chairs 
solidly built from high-quality wood, you also have
them in all kinds of nice colors. Their fun childlike 
appearance ensures that these chairs belong in 
every room!

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

5€

232 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Chair
Brand: AVALON
Model: ICE BLUE 16630
Additional information: Not only are these chairs 
solidly built from high-quality wood, you also have
them in all kinds of nice colors. Their fun childlike 
appearance ensures that these chairs belong in 
every room!

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

5€

233 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Chair
Brand: AVALON
Model: ICE BLUE 16630
Additional information: Not only are these chairs 
solidly built from high-quality wood, you also have
them in all kinds of nice colors. Their fun childlike 
appearance ensures that these chairs belong in 

5€
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every room!

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

233 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Chair
Brand: AVALON
Model: ICE BLUE 16630
Additional information: Not only are these chairs 
solidly built from high-quality wood, you also have
them in all kinds of nice colors. Their fun childlike 
appearance ensures that these chairs belong in 
every room!

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

5€

234 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Chair
Brand: AVALON
Model: ANTHRACITE 1660
Additional information: Not only are these chairs 
solidly built from high-quality wood, you also have
them in all kinds of nice colors. Their fun childlike 
appearance makes these chairs a must in every 
room!

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

5€
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234 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Chair
Brand: AVALON
Model: ANTHRACITE 1660
Additional information: Not only are these chairs 
solidly built from high-quality wood, you also have
them in all kinds of nice colors. Their fun childlike 
appearance makes these chairs a must in every 
room!

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

5€

235 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Chair
Brand: AVALON
Model: ANTHRACITE 1660
Additional information: Not only are these chairs 
solidly built from high-quality wood, you also have
them in all kinds of nice colors. Their fun childlike 
appearance makes these chairs a must in every 
room!

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

5€

235 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Chair
Brand: AVALON
Model: ANTHRACITE 1660
Additional information: Not only are these chairs 
solidly built from high-quality wood, you also have
them in all kinds of nice colors. Their fun childlike 
appearance makes these chairs a must in every 
room!

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg

5€
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Condition: Unused

236 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Medium Dressing Table
Brand: STOOL
Model: 13009
Additional Information: Every girl needs a dressing
table to store jewelry, hair brushes and hair clips. 
The modern medium-sized dressing table with 
stool from KidKraft is made of wood and gives 
every girl's room a stylish accent.

Properties
Wooden stool.
Round plexiglass mirror for safety.
Big drawer.
Two shelves for displaying jewellery.
Queen Anne legs.
plywood.
Packaged with detailed, step-by-step assembly 
instructions.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

19€

236 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Medium Dressing Table
Brand: STOOL
Model: 13009
Additional Information: Every girl needs a dressing
table to store jewelry, hair brushes and hair clips. 
The modern medium-sized dressing table with 
stool from KidKraft is made of wood and gives 
every girl's room a stylish accent.

Properties
Wooden stool.
Round plexiglass mirror for safety.
Big drawer.
Two shelves for displaying jewellery.
Queen Anne legs.

19€
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plywood.
Packaged with detailed, step-by-step assembly 
instructions.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

237 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Medium Dressing Table
Brand: STOOL
Model: 13009
Additional Information: Every girl needs a dressing
table to store jewelry, hair brushes and hair clips. 
The modern medium-sized dressing table with 
stool from KidKraft is made of wood and gives 
every girl's room a stylish accent.

Properties
Wooden stool.
Round plexiglass mirror for safety.
Big drawer.
Two shelves for displaying jewellery.
Queen Anne legs.
plywood.
Packaged with detailed, step-by-step assembly 
instructions.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

19€

237 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Medium Dressing Table
Brand: STOOL
Model: 13009
Additional Information: Every girl needs a dressing
table to store jewelry, hair brushes and hair clips. 
The modern medium-sized dressing table with 
stool from KidKraft is made of wood and gives 
every girl's room a stylish accent.

Properties
Wooden stool.

19€
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Round plexiglass mirror for safety.
Big drawer.
Two shelves for displaying jewellery.
Queen Anne legs.
plywood.
Packaged with detailed, step-by-step assembly 
instructions.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

238 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Dressing Table
Brand: FUN&FUNKY
Model: 13025
Additional information: With our Fun & Funky 
dressing table and chair, every little girl will feel 
like a real movie star!

Properties
Unbreakable acrylic heart-shaped mirror.
Stool can be stored under the dressing table after 
use.
Made from composite wood.
Smart and sturdy construction.
Packaged with detailed, step-by-step assembly 
instructions.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

24€

239 Quantity: 1
Product category: Farm train set
Brand: .
Model: 17827
Additional Information: Even Old McDonald's farm 
wasn't that nice! Our brand new farm train set 
consists of a total of 75 parts, including a red 
barn, cute farm animals and a large windmill. 
Long lasting and a great gift for any aspiring small

5€
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farmer. The brightly colored parts and the many 
details make this set a great gift for any occasion.

Properties
75 parts in total.
Long route.
Includes tunnel through a mountain.
Smiling farmers, 3 horses, 1 chicken, 1 pig and 1 
cow.
A mill, a trough, a farm and many more fun parts.
Can be combined with Thomas and Friends® and 
Brio® wooden train sets (except electric 
machines/trains).

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

240 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Toddler Fridge
Brand: .
Model: 550
Additional information: This 3-star refrigerator has
a freezer compartment with a door inside.
In showroom
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

24€

241 Quantity: 1
Product category: Toddler bed
Brand: TEAMSON
Model: DINOSAUR
Additional Information: TD-0087A
This "Dino" toddler bed will bring magic to the 
bedroom and ensure that your children sleep 
softly and safely, as well as dream beautifully 
while surrounded by their favorite friendly 
dinosaurs (mattress not included).

New in the package

39€
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Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

242 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Pop
Brand: .
Model: THE ORIGINAL
Additional information: Victor Safe doll helps with 
the safety of your playing children. Due to the 
fluorescent green color Victor Safe has a high 
level of attention for motorists and other road 
users. The red warning flag ensures that this 
crossing man stands out even more in the busy 
traffic. Victor Safe can be used wherever children 
are playing, or where children have to cross the 
road at school gates, nurseries, sports clubs and 
recreation parks, but also at the beginning of 
residential areas or at pedestrian crossings. The 
safety male has a light design and is made of 
durable material, the handle makes it easy to put 
the male away after use. The wide base can be 
filled with sand for a stable placement, 
furthermore a minimum time is needed to 
assemble the traffic buddy. Includes flag, cap and 
foot cap.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

26€

243 Quantity: 1
Product category: Set dolls
Brand: .
Model: THE ORIGINAL
Additional information: Set of 2 Victor Safe 'The 
Original'
Victor Safe doll helps with the safety of your 
playing children. Due to the fluorescent green 
colour, Victor Safe has a high level of attention for
motorists and other road users. The red warning 
flag ensures that this crossing man stands out 
even more in the busy traffic. Victor Safe can be 

52€
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used wherever children are playing, or where 
children have to cross the road at school gates, 
nurseries, sports clubs and recreation parks, but 
also at the beginning of residential areas or at 
pedestrian crossings. The safety male has a light 
design and is made of durable material, the 
handle makes it easy to put the male away after 
use. The wide base can be filled with sand for a 
stable placement, furthermore a minimum time is 
needed to assemble the traffic buddy. Includes 
flag, cap and foot cap.
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

244 Quantity: 1
Product category: Lot of various toys
Brand: .
Additional information: Lot of toys consisting of 
Outdoor toys, ...
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

49€

245 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Birth Plate
Brand: SNUGGLY
Additional information: Bad Duck with letterbox 
for greeting cards

Dimensions 80 x 150 cm

Schiowroom model, showroom location
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

49€
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246 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Toy Workbench
Brand: STEP 2
Additional information: Step 2 Real Projects

Stimulate your child's creative potential with this 
realistic workbench.

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

247 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Toy Kitchen
Brand: STEP 2
Additional information: Step 2 Custom Kitchen

This dream kitchen is one of the most realistic 
play kitchens for kids!

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

10€

248 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Swing Package
Brand: TRIGANO
Model: FORESTER
Additional information: (without wood package)

Package consisting of building set for free-
standing swing with swing, trapeze, rings and 
knotting rope,

New in the packaging (excluding wood package)
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

10€
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249 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Handcart
Brand: PINOLINO
Model: PAXIA
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

25€

250 Quantity: 1
Product category: Wooden wall climbing frame 
( gymnastics rack)
Brand: .
Additional information: Hanging, climbing, 
stretching, stretching and all this at home. Give 
your strength training an extra boost.

But the children will also have a blast on this fun 
climbing frame.

The rungs of the rack are made of beautiful and 
high-quality birch wood. The side moldings are 
made of Scandinavian pine.

Success guaranteed for young and old with this 
Tunturi Climbing Frame!

New in the package
Weight category: 50 to 100 kg
Condition: Unused

25€

251 Quantity: 1
Product category: Add-on swing
Brand: BLUE RABBIT
Model: ECO
Additional information: in Douglashout

Avoid the dilemma between a playset or a 
freestanding swing by simply adding the @Swing 
to your favorite playset. This classic combination 
provides enough variety for your children. Choose
some nice accessories to hang on the swing and 

79€
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your child's fun is endless.

The metal connections are the strongest on the 
market today. Together with the wood measuring 
9 x 9 cm, this add-on swing stands very firmly on 
its legs. The wood of the crossbar also has a 
thickness of 9 x 9 cm.

New in packaging, wood may show longitudinal 
cracks.
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

252 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Nest Swing
Brand: KBT
Model: SQUARO
Additional information: Lovely uniquely designed 
nest swing, made by extrusion blow molding in 
HDPE and reinforced with state bars. Equipped 
with anti-slip structure and comes with PP10 rope.
Black PP plastic welding as rope connection. Easy 
to assemble.

Dimensions Ø 900 x 650 x 82 mm
Colors lime green
Rope type PH 10
Weight swing 11kg
Maximum load 140kg

New in the package, package opened

Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

10€
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253 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Chicken Coop
Brand: DELUXE
Additional information: (Demo Showroom)

Chicken coop made in Vurenhout, with a sturdy 
9x9 frame, log cabin profile finish, insulated roofs,
both roof and roof laying room, sturdy hinges, ...

Total dimensions 155 x 118 x 140 cm
Dimensions Chicken coop inside 100 x 100 cm
Dimensions tray 100 x 30 cm

Prepared in schowroom
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

149€

254 Quantity: 1
Product category: Chicken coop/vegetable garden
table
Brand: .
Additional information: (Demo Showroom)

This combination of chicken coop and vegetable 
garden table is unique. Even in small gardens or 
terraces, this is an ecological solution for green 
waste and at the same time you can grow herbs 
or vegetables.

Total dimensions 220 x 64 x 82 cm
Dimensions Run 155 x 59 cm
Dimensions Chicken coop 55 x 59 cm

Location Schowroom
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

249€
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255 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Micro Hi-Fi Chain
Brand: LG
Model: LF-U850
Additional information: Including boxes
In the package
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

25€

256 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Salon
Brand: .
Additional information: Consisting of 1x single and
1x three-seater
 
Handmade by Roothooft furniture maker from 
Boom, version in solid oak, finish in highest 
quality. Indestructible & timeless frame, with 
leather cushion, cushion shows seat damage.

Location Warehouse
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

49€

257 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Coffee Table
Brand: .
Additional information: in solid oak wood

Handmade by Roothooft furniture maker from 
Boom, version in solid oak, finish in highest 
quality. Indestructible & timeless frame with 
pin/hole connection.

Location Warehouse
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

49€
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258 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Dining Table
Brand: .
Additional information: in solid Oak with 8 chairs

Traditionally handmade by Roothooft, furniture 
maker from Boom.

Version in solid oak, finish in the highest quality.

Indestructible & timeless dining room, table is 
extendable.

Dimensions cabinet: 2.60 x 0.52 x 0.95 meters 
(LxDxH)

Table size: 2.20 x 0.80 meters (+ 0.50 m. 
extension)

Includes 8 chairs with wicker seats.

Chairs in solid oak with straw seat

Location Warehouse
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

99€
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259 Quantity: 1
Product category: Sofa bed
Brand: .
Additional information: in leather with extendable 
double bed

No room for an extra bed in your apartment? Do 
you regularly receive accommodation? One 
solution is a sofa bed! During the day it serves as 
a cozy sofa, in the evening you can transform it 
into a lovely bed.

Used, showroom location
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

25€

260 Quantity: 1
Product Category: Antique Lamp Set
Brand: .
Additional information: Consisting of a double 
hanging lamp in oak and a cast iron frame.
Floor lamp with hourglass and storage cabinet

Location Warehouse
Weight category: 100 to 250 kg
Condition: Unused

49€

261 Quantity: 1
Product category: Inflatable go-kart/go-kart track
Additional information: without blower
Weight category: 23 to 50 kg
condition: Used
Location: warehouse

599€
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